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Executive Summary 

This document provides a preliminary version of the 5G-CARMEN system architecture and its 
interfaces. To this end, a functional analysis of the use cases has been performed also identifying 
their requirements along with the necessary gap analysis. The functional analysis is important for 
deriving technical requirements for each individual use case. For 5G-CARMEN, four use cases were 
identified in D2.1 [1]: 

 Cooperative manoeuvreing with Cooperative Lane Merge (CLM) sub-case 

 Situation awareness with Back Situation Awareness and Vehicle sensors and state sharing 
sub-cases 

 Video streaming 

 Green driving  

The cooperative manoeuvreing use case necessitates a manoeuvreing management entity. Its task 
is to monitor the current state of the road traffic and the intentions of vehicles; determine the most 
suitable moment to execute a Cooperative Lane Merge (CLM) if requested; manage the gaps between 
vehicles, such that the manoeuvre can be done safely and efficiently and generate recommendations 
for vehicles to follow if possible.  

For the situation awareness use case, the goal is to raise the awareness of dangerous situations in 
order to increase road/driver safety while ensuring unhindered driving experience with augmented 
information. In this regard, the following situational cases have been identified in: Back Situation 
awareness, which is beneficial when considering approaching emergency vehicles. Knowing about 
their approach in advance (even before they are visible or audible) will allow drivers to create a safety 
corridor earlier and limit their obstruction, thus saving critical time for the emergency response team; 
Vehicle sensors and state sharing which creates awareness about adverse weather conditions or 
other detected hazards with respect to the vehicle´s own sensors in advance. 

For the video streaming use case, it is important to ensure streaming without interruptions even when 
crossing borders, while for the green driving use case it is important to implement and deploy 
mechanisms for providing recommendations to drivers for more eco-friendly driving or electric driving 
if possible. 

After reassessing these use cases and having their 5G network requirements and their relevance to 
higher levels of automated driving in mind, it has been decided to reshape some of them and prioritize 
the ones with stronger requirements for further analysis. The outcome of this work is the following set 
of cooperative manoeuvreing use cases with their respective scenarios: 

 Cooperative and automated lane-change manoeuvres 

• Centralized lane change, with V2V and low-latency V2N2V communication, with 
network recommendation  

• Decentralized lane change with V2V and low-latency V2N2V communication, without 
network recommendation 

• Lane change needed due to emergency vehicle approach: lane change or lane-
keeping based on estimated time of arrival 

 Cooperative and automated in-lane manoeuvres 

• Longitudinal control and lane keeping/centreing based on forward and lateral detection 
of event (e.g. communicating cars + sensed cars) 
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• Longitudinal control and lane keeping/centreing based on backward detection of event 
(e.g. emergency vehicle, motorcycle) 

• Lane-keeping if lane-change manoeuvre cannot take place (e.g. communicating cars 
+ sensed cars) 

Following the functional analysis and main requirements of these prioritized 5G-CARMEN use cases, 
this deliverable elaborates also on the gap analysis with respect to state-of-the-art and more 
specifically in the areas of cross-border handover and roaming architectures, MEC architecture and 
network optimization, QoS and RAN prediction information. 

Finally, the 5G-CARMEN system architecture is depicted, by defining and describing functional 
blocks, reference points, interfaces over these reference points and describing the operations. The 
architecture has been divided into several layers: First, the street layer with vehicles and RSUs 
connected directly via PC5 and connected to the other components via the Uu interface. Second, the 
access layer represented by the eNBs/gNBs from the local MNOs, as well as the existing Roadside 
infrastructure connections to the respective Backends. Third are the Edge Clouds with MEC platforms 
in each country which are integrated into the Access/Core networks of the MNOs. This layer is further 
structured over 2 sub layers: the MEC service orchestration components that orchestrates functions 
within the MEC and between different MECs and CCAM services that group application level services 
for specific use cases and value added services enabling communication at application level, like 
sharing of ITS messages. The last layer consists of various Cloud components, including existing 
systems such as OEM backends and dedicated Service supporting the use cases. The 
aforementioned aspects cover the overall goal of the document, which is the 5G-CARMEN preliminary 
system architecture and interfaces specifications.  
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1 Introduction 
This is the second public deliverable from Work Package 2 (WP2) of the 5G-CARMEN project. This 
document provides a preliminary version of the 5G-CARMEN system architecture including the 
specifications of its sub-components, their interfaces, and protocols to be used for the data exchange. 
To this end, a functional analysis of the use cases has been performed also identifying their 
requirements along with the necessary gap analysis.  

Specifically, Section 2 elaborates on functional analysis of the use cases, used for deriving their 
individual technical requirements. 5G-CARMEN prioritized use cases are Cooperative and automated 
in-lane manoeuvres and Cooperative and automated lane-change manoeuvres. Also, the section 
aims on compiling a list of technical requirements (for both core and edge deployments).  

Section 3 analyzes and discuss specific gaps towards current solutions addressing in particular 4 
topics. 

 Cross border handover to reduce time needed and allow service continuity 
 Inter MEC communication both at application and infrastructure level 
 Solutions to address QoS and RAN prediction information 

Finally, section 4 presents the 5G-CARMEN preliminary system architecture collecting requirements 
and analysis from the previous chapters. The section defines and describes functional blocks, 
reference points, interfaces over these reference points at all layers of the architecture: 

 The street layer with vehicles and RSUs connected directly via PC5 and connected to the 
other components via the Uu interface.  

 The access layer represented by the eNBs/gNBs from the local MNOs, as well as the existing 
Roadside infrastructure connections to the respective Backends.  

 The Edge Clouds layer with MEC platforms in each country which are integrated into the 
Access/Core networks of the MNOs. This layer is split in two sub layers: 

o The orchestration layer that comprehends components that work both within a single 
MEC and between different MEC 

o The CCAM service layer that comprehends specific CCAM services targeting specific 
use cases and Value-Added Services (VAS) that are general purpose enablers for all 
use cases 

 The Cloud components layer, including existing systems such as OEM backends and 
dedicated Service supporting the use cases. 
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2 Use Cases Functional Analysis and Requirements 
In this section we provide the functional analysis of the use cases which have been reshaped and 
prioritized based on their 5G network requirements and relation to higher levels of automated driving. 
The legacy use cases from 5G-CARMEN D2.1 [1] are presented in Annex 1, as reference. A functional 
overview of each use case is provided, this represents the relevant actors and the interactions 
between them. On this basis, technical requirements will be derived. The requirements will be, among 
others, in terms of communication, interfaces and protocols.   

2.1 Prioritized Use Cases                        
 

The following use cases have been identified as the ones whose network requirements are more 
demanding among the 5G-CARMEN use cases and on which, due to their relevance to higher levels 
of automated driving, 5G technology is of great relevance.  

2.1.1 Cooperative and automated lane-change manoeuvres 
Lane change manoeuvres are a critical point in traffic oscillation and have a big impact on safety, 
stability, and traffic efficiency. By performing these manoeuvres in a cooperative and automated way 
and leveraging on 5G´s low-latency communication, these aspects could be highly improved. This 
deliverable focuses on three scenarios, which will be described in more detail in the following sections:  

 Centralized lane change, with V2V and low-latency V2N2V communication, with network 
recommendation  

 Decentralized lane change with V2V and low-latency V2N2V communication, without network 
recommendation 

 Lane change needed due to emergency vehicle approach: lane change or lane-keeping based 
on estimated time of arrival of the emergency vehicle (EmV). 

 

2.1.1.1  Overview 
As mentioned in 5G-CARMEN D2.1[1], recognizing and communicating the intentions of other traffic 
participants with minimal delay is key to an optimized driving behavior for automated systems and 
human drivers alike. To this end, wireless communication systems can be used to exchange speeds, 
positions, intended trajectories/manoeuvres, and other helpful data among vehicles. The information 
can be exchanged between vehicles in the immediate vicinity using the PC5 interface and  also using 
5G low-latency communication via Uu interface.  

The communication from vehicles to network components, such as MEC system, is enabled by Uu 
interface using 5G as well. This information can also be relayed by RSUs over PC5 interface. 

This deliverable presents two approaches for the cooperative lane change. In the decentralized 
approach, the on-board system of each vehicle uses this information to derive an optimized driving 
strategy (in case of automated operation) or a recommended course of action for a human driver to 
follow to actively optimize traffic flow and avoid dangerous situations. In the centralized approach, it 
is the network, which collects information from the vehicles and to create an overview of the situation 
and sends manoeuvre recommendations to each vehicle. In the case of automated driving and due 
to functional safety aspects, it is the vehicle that takes the final decision on which action to take. But 
the manoeuvre recommendations would support this decision. In both cases, latency in message 
exchanges plays a major role for the success of the lane change manoeuvre.   

The cross-border aspect in this use case is addressed through services, which are instantiated in 
the MEC systems at each side of the border and synchronized at application level. The GeoService, 
for example, can relay CAM messages received from vehicles served by one MEC to its neighboring 
one, in case they leave the area of relevance and drive into the next one. In this case the vehicles are 
responsible for processing of the relayed CAM messages for developing situation awareness. Another 
approach is the utilization of the Back Situation Awareness (BSA) service that is running on the MEC 
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and processes the CAM message received from the vehicles, especially EmVs, for creating situation 
awareness and providing in-advance notification to vehicles that are outside the Audio Visual Range 
of the EmVs. The complimentary use of both PC5 and Uu solutions also guarantees service continuity 
at all times, even in the case where a network service interruption occurs. Moreover, there is a local 
breakout and local MEC utilization from Germany to Austria. 

Alternatively, we also envisage another solution leveraging on Message Brokers, where one or more 
instances of a Message Broker are deployed at each MEC to enable the interface between cars and 
the MEC infrastructure. Cars send their messages to the service modules running at MEC systems 
through the Message Broker and the modules respond through it. A coordinated orchestration of the 
topics/selectors at each Message Broker side, in combination with a smart management of the 
pub/subs of the several components, establishes the correct dataflows and supervises their 
redirection, when needed (e.g., during a cross border transition).  

It should also be noted that one of the key objective of the 5G-Carmen architecture is federated cross-
domain mechanisms allowing heterogeneous players to create (business and) technical relationships 
across national borders in order to create or extend new end-to-end services for connected vehicles 
and automated driving. Federation is beneficial and needed to bring all business players together with 
the goal to establish a new spectrum of services and business opportunities for Mobility in Europe. 
The project’s orchestrated 5G MEC platform for CCAM services can thus be considered as a 
framework with a service-based approach, integrating the “on-field” Edge platforms and road-side 
infrastructure with Cloud-based backends and the 5G mobile telecommunications network 
infrastructure in a secure, reliable, scalable and performant manner. The proposed design considers 
compliance with relevant standards e.g., ETSI MEC, ETSI NFV, 3GPP with necessary extensions for 
enabling features peculiar to 5G-Carmen. Some of the key features are:  

 Supporting dynamic and on-demand instantiation of service instances within and beyond 
single operators’ domains. This implies providing federation interfaces between relevant 
functional elements of the orchestrated 5G MEC platform in different domains. 

 Ensuring cross border service continuity by establishing peer relationships between service 
instances deployed across multiple edge platforms. 

 Optimizing latency and load aspects of lifecycle management (LCM) of distributed service 
instances at different orchestration layers, i.e., top-level NFV-SO and distributed NFV-LO at 
orchestrated edges. 

 Enabling MEC-5G coupling for end-to-end service policy and management alignment. 
 Offering high level of security using complementary Identity Management (IDM) solutions and 

Intrusion Detection for a variety of known and new attack vectors.  
 Supporting multi-tenancy where a variety of service providers can host their services in a 

cooperative or stand-alone manner with guaranteed QoS. 

2.1.1.2  Leveraging 5G technology enablers: Why is 5G needed for 
Cooperative and Automated lane-change manoeuvres? 

Cooperative lane change, just as other cooperative manoeuvreing applications in connected vehicles, 
has very demanding requirements in respect to safety. Any error generated either on the network or 
on the vehicle system might cause injuries to passengers and other road users. Therefore, the 
communication network must be able to meet a certain number of criteria. The most important of 
these are Low-Latency, Scalability, Fault Tolerance and Security. This is where 5G comes into play.   

In the case of semi or fully automated driving, the complete end-to-end latency of the system must be 
low enough, so that the messages in between vehicles or two/from the Manoeuvreing Service in the 
network arrive ahead, so that each vehicle´s on-board system can compute and take the relevant 
action safely and in a timely manner. In this use case, this would mean (semi)automated changing 
lane, braking, and accelerating and if necessary, taking evasive actions. 5G´s Ultra-low latency 
feature will ensure that time-critical information is transferred well in advance of dangerous situations.  
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Low latency is not the only benefit that 5G provides to this use case, as the amount of traffic 
participants increases, the amount of data collected, processed, and shared between them through 
the network will increase exponentially. For cooperative manoeuvres, besides current speed, location 
and direction information, vehicles will share their planned route and sensor information in the future, 
to improve collective perception. This results in much higher throughput requirements which the 
network must support. The number of connected vehicles will increase, and, in the case that the 
Manoeuvreing Service is connected to a road operator, road sensor generated data would also be 
transferred. 5G´s inherent ability to offer increased capacity in comparison to 4G will enable these 
scenarios. 

Besides this, cooperative lane change performance is improved with 5G enabling technologies 
presented in WP3, such as Precise Positioning, Predictive Quality of Service and Radio Network 
Information Service (RNIS).  

Precise Positioning provides a higher level of position accuracy in vehicles, with errors as small as a 
few centimetres under good conditions. To assist and enable (semi-) autonomous driving decisions 
in this use case, vehicles need at least lane-level precise positioning accuracy with very high integrity. 
If the level of automation increases, these requirements become even more demanding. This is 
something which cannot be achieved by unaugmented GNSS systems, which provide a navigation 
accuracy of 3-5m in open sky but could be much worse in challenging conditions, such as dense 
urban street canyons or on roads running through forests or in narrow alpine areas.  

Predictive Quality of Service informs vehicles about projected coverage and capacity information 
related to the network along a route, so the service clients running on the vehicles or central/decentral 
services running on backend cloud or edge cloud systems can adapt the respective service 
characteristics according to the predicted coverage and capacity situation, instead of an “trial and 
error” approach. This information ranges initially from static average values measured during past 
periods (recent history) up to highly dynamic, close to real-time information in the future, all collected 
in the network’s operation support systems and from various other data sources, like UE 
measurements reported back to central systems and other, over-the-top crowdsourced information 
related to network coverage and capacity. 

Useful RAN information (location updates, radio conditions of vehicles etc.,) can be extracted from 
RAN network and made available to the Manoeuvreing Service applications via the RNIS service. 
The RNIS service allows MEC applications access to RAN information for service optimization. As 
further enhancement, MEC applications can send recommendations to the RAN, to handle a specific 
vehicle in a special way for a given period (e.g. during manoeuvreing). Potentially, MEC information 
about positioning of vehicles can be provided to 5G RAN for optimised beam management. Thus, 
both RAN and MEC services can cooperate for joint benefits. 

2.1.1.3  Centralized Cooperative and Automated Lane Change Manoeuvre: 
Functional Analysis and Requirements 

The following subsection describes the interactions based on the functional representation of the 
centralized cooperative and automated lane-change manoeuvres use case. 

This use case requires a Manoeuvreing Management Service. Its task is to monitor the current state 
of the road traffic and the driver or automated system´s  intention to change direction/lane and/or 
speed; determine the most suitable moment to execute a lane change if requested; manage the gaps 
between vehicles, such that the manoeuvre can be done safely and efficiently; and generate 
recommendations for vehicles to follow if possible. In this use case, the Manoeuvreing Management 
Service will be implemented in a centralized manner. It will be hosted in a MEC system to acquire a 
broader situation overview and consider more traffic participants for an optimal cooperative lane 
change manoeuvre. Vehicles communicate with the Maneuvering Management Service via the Uu 
interface. In a cross-border scenario, situations will arise where different vehicles are connected to 
different mobile operators, and different MEC instances, respectively. At the same time these vehicles 
may be in proximity of each other and be affected by a cooperative lane change attempt. Hence, 
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interfaces for the exchange of information between services running on ‘neighbouring’ MECs need to 
be established.  

Recommendations from the Manoeuvre Management Service are finally forwarded to a respective 
engine control unit (ECU) to act upon. In case of automated driving, vehicles can execute the 
necessary actions directly. In manual driving mode, the ECU alerts the driver and provides 
recommendations for the necessary actions (e.g., slowing down to create a gap).  

Figures 1 and 2 show a centralized approach with an initial in-country view, and as they will be 
deployed in the field. In this approach, new network components are introduced, which enable a more 
robust implementation and allow a scalable solution as the number of vehicles and amount of 
information exchanged increases.  

 
Figure 1 Centralized Cooperative Lane Change (In-Country) 

 

The Manoeuvreing Service in a centralized and cooperative lane change leverages on several 
services which will run on the MEC and allow a direct communication to each vehicle involved in the 
manoeuvre. They are described below: 
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Figure 2 Centralized Cooperative Lane Change: Topic Exchange 

 

 
Figure 3 All Manoeuvreing System’s components and their interaction 

2.1.1.3.1 Message Broker 

The message broker is a software component that implements the publish/subscribe communication 
paradigm. The broker decouples senders (publishers) and receivers (subscribers), and acts as a 
message router. Messages are discrete chunk of data, opaque to the broker – this means that the 
broker is data agnostic, unaware of the information contained in the messages. The publish/subscribe 
mechanism enables clients to communicate one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-one. 
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Figure 4 Message Broker message flow 

 

The message broker is based on Apache ActiveMQ 5.15.9 and supports the AMQP 1.0 protocol.  

Every message is published to an address, known as “destination”. A subscriber will receive all the 
messages sent to a chosen destination. There are two types of destinations: 

 “topics”, best suited for one-to-many communications 
 “queues”, best suited for one-to-one and many-to-one communications 

In a C-ITS environment, the AMQP broker can be used to dispatch relevant information (e.g. road 
closures, road works, traffic jams, accidents, etc.) published by a service provider – like a Traffic 
Control Centre – to the interested vehicles (the subscribers). Vehicles, too, can periodically publish 
“heartbeat messages” (ETSI CAM messages, providing position, speed, direction, etc.), that can be 
sent to a central server. 

The AMQP protocol supports custom metadata, known as “application properties”, that can be used 
for content-based routing.  

 

AMQP 

Header 

(Protocol) 

AMQP 

Application 
Properties 

(Custom metadata) 

AMQP 

Payload 

(Message/Actual data) 

 

When publishing a message, the publisher should provide all the required properties. The AMQP 
message broker implements a data interchange specification defined by the European C-Roads 
Platform (“Specification for interoperability of backend hybrid C-ITS communication”, release 1.5, 
June 2019) 1. Such interface is called “Basic Interface” (BI), and it is currently used in 5G-Carmen.  

 

 

 

 
1 The goal of the C-Roads platform (https://www.c-roads.eu/platform.html) is to harmonize the deployment of interoperable 

cross-border C-ITS services. The Task Force 4 of Working Group 2 is currently working on an IP-based interface (the so-
called Basic Interface) for backend systems integration. Using the interface, road operators, car makers and service 
providers can share relevant information to be distributed to road users. The specification also targets an “Improved 
Interface” (II), which is a control plane for service discovery. The Improved Interface is out of scope for 5G-Carmen. 
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C-Roads Platform 

Basic Interface 1.5 – Application Properties 

publisherId 

originatingCountry 

protocolVersion 

serviceType (optional) 

messageType 

longitude (optional) 

latitude (optional) 

quadTree 

 

The application properties can be used by a subscriber to attach a filter to the subscription. The filter 
is a JMS selector, a logical, SQL-like statement declared when subscribing to a destination. The 
broker will apply the JMS selector to filter the messages accordingly – only the messages matching 
the selector will be sent to the subscriber. 

The AMQP message broker provides an API for connecting to the broker, publishing a message to a 
destination, and subscribing to a destination. These are the only available API. 

 

2.1.1.3.2 S-LDM: 

The Server Local Dynamic Map (S-LDM) is a 5G-enabled MEC service acting as a facility for the 
Centralized Lane Change, providing the Manoeuvreing Service with all the data needed to 
successfully manage the use case. 

Its main target is to store and process the data of objects on the roads (both connected, i.e., vehicles 
sending CAM messages, and non-connected, i.e., vehicles not sending CAM messages and other 
obstacles), and, when a certain triggering situation is detected (e.g., a vehicle initiating a lane merge), 
to provide all the relevant data, plus a precise context and relative positioning of objects, to other 
services, which will use to manage L4 automated driving in the best possible way. Only the data 
relevant to a specific situation, both in a raw and pre-processed format, is provided, enabling an 
optimal usage of the underlying computational and memory resources. 

Another important aspect is related to the fact that a single S-LDM instance would be unable to 
efficiently manage very long stretches of roads, especially in congested traffic conditions. This is 
particularly true when considering an update rate of 20 Hz for each vehicle. Thus, in order to tackle 
scalability, each S-LDM instance covers only a certain base area, whose size can be tuned as a 
parameter. This area is then partially extended by a tunable portion to overlap with common areas 
controlled by other neighbouring instances.  

When a triggering condition occurs (e.g., a vehicle about to start a lane-merging manoeuvre), only 
one S-LDM instance will start processing all the relevant data, in order to provide the Manoeuvreing 
service (and any other MEC service) a context around the triggering vehicle. This S-LDM instance is 
the one whose non-extended area contains the vehicle starting the manoeuvre. 

Figure 5 better explains this concept, showing a simplified picture of the areas covered by different S-
LDM instances (the actual areas will be much bigger rectangles): the yellow vehicle is a triggering 
vehicle, since it has the blinking turned on. The bottom part of the figure focuses on the overlapping 
areas between neighbour S-LDMs: the orange zones are the ones covered by more than one S-LDM, 
thanks to the extended areas mentioned before. Instead, the base area of S-LDM 3 is evident from 
the top part of the figure, and it is highlighted in yellow with a green, dashed edge. Only for the vehicles 
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inside this area the S-LDM 3 will be entitled to provide the context to the Manoeuvreing Service. Thus, 
although the triggering vehicle is near the border between two base S-LDM areas, and inside a 
common area, only one S-LDM will start its computations and send the data to the other service, i.e., 
instance 3, which is the one whose base area contains the yellow vehicle. Nevertheless, each S-LDM 
receives the updates (i.e. the CAM messages) relevant to all the vehicles inside its full areas, i.e. base 
and extended ones. This means that more than one S-LDM will receive the data of vehicles in the 
overlapping areas, although only one can provide the context for them during a manoeuvre.  

Thanks to the extended area concept, each S-LDM instance will also have a good enough view over 
the base area covered by it, enabling the computation of a precise context. A suitable sizing of the 
common area will allow the context to be completely contained within the full area of the S-LDM 
instance in charge of providing it. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 S-LDM base and extended areas concept: the full area covered by instance 3 is highlighted 
with a red edge), the base area is highlighted in yellow with a green dashed edge, and the common 

areas with instances 2 and 4 is highlighted in orange. 

Figure 6 presents the high-level architecture of the S-LDM service in the framework of the Centralized 
Lane Change service. Despite being developed as part of the Cooperative Lane Change scenario, 
the S-LDM can provide its information to any service and it is developed with a modular and easily 
extensible paradigm. Figure 7 provides a more general view of the S-LDM, where it provides its 
information to any service. 
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Figure 6 S-LDM high-level architecture in the framework of the CLC service. 

 

 

Figure 7 High-level architecture of the S-LDM in a more general service scenario. 

 

As main message ingestion interface, the S-LDM module relies on the AMQP 1.0 message broker, to 
which vehicles send their messages (CAMs and cooperative perception messages, CPMs, for other 
detected objects), embedding, in the AMQP message properties, a geographic information in terms 
of Quadtrees, as described earlier. 

Each S-LDM instance will then subscribe as a consumer to all the messages containing a QuadTree 
value, which includes at least the base and extended areas covered by it. This enables a better 
utilization of the computational resources at the MEC level, as only potentially interesting messages 
are ingested. The messages are read and decoded by relying on an open source ETSI ITS stack. In 
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the next step, the messages are filtered with the aim of keeping only the messages issued by vehicles 
contained inside the base and extended areas covered by the current S-LDM instance (see Area filter 
in Figure 7), as a QuadTree may refer to a larger area than the one covered by the S-LDM. Thus, the 
messages are consumed by a number of S-LDM instances, and then processed only by a few of 
them. Finally, the decoded information, containing a unique vehicle/object identifier, will be used to 
update a vehicle database. This data is also used as main input for a CLC trigger module, which is in 
charge of detecting when to trigger the computation and transmission of the context to other MEC 
services, focusing, in particular, on the Manoeuvreing Service. Thanks to the modularity of the 
architecture, potentially any kind of algorithm can be implemented, starting from the simple idea of 
detecting a triggering vehicle by reading the turn indicator status inside the received CAM messages. 

The plan is to evolve this module into a 5G AI-enabled logic, introducing a “Classifier-based CLC 
trigger”. The presence of AI in the 5G ecosystem is one of the key innovation points and the S-LDM 
could make use of machine learning techniques to pre-emptively detect situations that are likely to 
lead to the involvement of the Manoeuvreing Service.  

In particular, the AI could be trained on the history of past positions of vehicles and their subsequent 
actions, so as to trigger a pre-computation of the context under similar conditions, aiming at having it 
ready in case the manoeuvre intention is actually communicated by the involved vehicle (e.g., by the 
turn indicator or other more complex logics). 

Furthermore, leveraging Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) and containerized services, this AI-based 
trigger could also be used to scale up the Manoeuvreing Service and Response Router according, for 
instance, to the traffic conditions. When a triggering condition is detected, and a vehicle is performing 
a certain manoeuvre, the S-LDM will read from the database all the information related to that vehicle 
and all the surrounding connected and non-connected objects, and compute a context to be provided 
to the Manoeuvreing Service. 

The context is extracted by a classifier module, which can compute the relative positioning of vehicles, 
considering as a reference system the one of the triggering object. The relative positioning is 
performed according to 8 zones, following the SAE J2945/1 standard, as happens in the locally 
scoped Vehicle-Local Dynamic Maps (V-LDMs) embedded inside the single vehicles.  

This data, before being packed and transmitted to other services (i.e., in our case, the Manoeuvreing 
Service), is additionally enriched with other vehicle-related, or road object-related, information, for 
each vehicle or object, such as turn indicator status, speed, heading, acceleration, lane position (if 
available), size of the detected obstacle and so on. As for the interface towards the Manoeuvreing 
Service, it will use a REST API. In more detail, upon the occurrence of a triggering condition, the S-
LDM will push the context, formatted as JSON data, to the Manoeuvreing Service through a HTTP 
POST message. Since both the sender and the recipient will be hosted in the same MEC cluster, the 
latency associated to this transaction will be quite low. The REST endpoint of the Manoeuvreing 
Service will be specified in the configuration of each S-LDM, as well as the configuration parameters 
to connect to the AMQP broker. A possible structure for the POST message to be sent to the 
Manoeuvreing Service is reported in Figure 8. The involved vehicles (i.e. the context) are provided as 
a vector, in which the reference vehicle is differentiated from the other ones through the field 
“classification”, which is set to “reference” for the triggering one and to the value specified by the SAE 
J2945/1 standard for the others (ahead-right, ahead-left, etc). In addition, for each vehicle is specified 
the absolute position through latitude and longitude, as well as the “station ID”, which will be used by 
the Response Router to generate a proper AMQP unicast downlink message towards each of them.  
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Figure 8 Portion of the proposed JSON message format towards the Manoeuvreing Service. 

We stress that the content and the message format of the manoeuvreing service is still preliminary 
and the definitive version will be presented in D2.3. 

In addition to prepare the context for the Manoeuvreing Service, the S-LDM will prepare the context 
data targeting the vehicles involved in the manoeuvre and will pack it into a different format. These 
vehicles will also receive context information, and they will use it to update their local V-LDMs with 
more precise and up-to-date information, as they are going to undertake a complex manoeuvre. 
Indeed, as the S-LDM collects information on non-connected road users too, it can provide a more 
complete view to vehicles with respect to what the V-LDMs can achieve by themselves. This 
communication is foreseen to happen through AMQP on the downlink direction, as in the case of the 
Response Router.  

Looking at the architecture of the S-LDM it becomes clear how latency and network reliability can 
impact the accuracy and quality of both the prediction (even in a simple non-AI case) and context 
computation. As high refresh rates are foreseen (potentially reaching 20 Hz for each single vehicle), 
the underlying 5G network architecture should support uRLLC, which is an important requirement for 
this service, which is in turn a key element to provide the required data to other 5G-enabled L4 
automation centralized applications. 

2.1.1.3.3 Response Router 

The Response Router module is in charge of receiving messages that are due to be delivered to 
specific car via Message Broker. According to the destination car, the Response Router publishes the 
message on the topic associated to that car. The Response Router works as a message dispatcher: 
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any message is opaque to it (i.e., it does not check its content) but simply injects it toward its 
destination. 

The whole solution behavior can be summarized as follows: 

1. The road covered by the service is split in a sequence of adjacent, non-overlapping sections. 
2. A Message Broker covers each section of the road. A MEC may cover more than one single 

section, i.e., it hosts a Message Broker for each covered section. 
3. The Main Manager accepts service registration requests from cars, redirecting each of them 

to the Message Broker covering the area where the car is. The Local Manager constantly 
monitors each car position to detect and notify the car situations requiring Message Broker 
change. 

4. Each car traveling in each section is associated and communicating with the Message Broker 
assigned to that section. Exception: in the shared areas, each car is interacting with both the 
Message brokers covering the bordering sections (See Cross-Border management) 

5. The Cars forward all their generated CAM messages to the associated Message Broker(s). 
Moreover, cars are subscribed to a topic strictly associated with their ID (e.g., defined as a 
common prefix juxtaposed to the car identifier in the CAM message), used for communication 
from the infrastructure aiming to that specific car. 

6. At the MEC side, one or more instances of S-LDM are covering distinct, adjacent subsections 
of the section covered by the Message Broker. The number and extent of these subsections 
is fixed by the processing capabilities of the S-LDM instance. Each S-LDM is associated to a 
specific selector at Message Broker side, a selector covering an area that is a bit wider than 
the actual one associated with the S-LDM subsection. The reason for this broader selector is 
to allow a buffer area to each S-LDM to build the surrounding context for each car in its 
assigned subsection (see Adjacent S-LDM management) 

7. At the Message Broker side, the messages arriving from cars are filtered according to their 
associated geographical position and forwarded to that S-LDM whose associated selector 
matches that given position. 

8. S-LDM stores any incoming messages and parses them looking for any met Triggering 
Condition. If no Triggering Condition is met, S-LDM proceeds to the following message. 
Otherwise, go to next point. 

9. A CAM message is found matching one or more Triggering Condition: a message containing 
the surrounding context of the triggering car is sent to the Manoeuvreing Service module. 

10. The Manoeuvreing Service processes the context message and generates a set of 
Recommendation Messages, each message targeting a car in the context supposed to play a 
role in the critical situation detected actively. The messages generated are passed to the 
Response Router module. 

11. The Response router module retrieves the associated car's ID to identify the associated topic; 
then it publishes the Recommendation Message on that topic. Message Broker dispatches it 
to the car client. 

Car registration to the service 

To access the Manoeuvreing Service, a car is asked to register itself to it. Registration is the process 
that allows a car to know to which Message Broker it has to connect initially. Indeed, along the road 
there could be several Message Brokers, and the car is not supposed to know in advance which one 
is the one covering the area where the car is. The Manoeuvreing Main Manager is the module that 
provides such a service: it is a unique module (at country or at least operator side) that knows the 
entry point of each Message Broker and its associated coverage area precisely. Each car is aware of 
the entry point of the Main Manager, thus it could contact it providing its (car's) position (e.g., via 
quadtree): the Main Manager, which is aware of all the MNO Message Brokers endpoints and 
coverages, uses the position information to retrieve the broker serving that area and then provides 
the car with that broker's endpoint, to which the car shall start sending its CAM messages. In the next 
section “Cross border Management” we explain how the system, by leveraging on the joint interaction 
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of Main and Local Managers, carries out the car transition from one Message Broker to the following 
one (both in the case of in-country and cross-country transition). 

 

Cross-Border management 

Before proceeding with the cross-border management description, it is worth focusing on the role of 
the Local Manager and its interaction with the Main Manager.  

The Local Manager is a Manoeuvreing component, mainly in charge of checking each car's position 
moving an area covered by a given Message Broker. Moreover, the Local Manager is informed by 
the Main Manager about the actual coverage of that Message Broker and the width of the buffer area 
associated to it. Indeed, as for the S-LDM, also the Message Broker has a buffer area whose purpose 
is to allow the correct transition of a car from a coverage area to another through a kind of shared 
area. In addition to the previously said information, the Main Manager also provides information to the 
Local Manager about each adjacent domain (for each of them, which is its Main Manager, that Main 
Manager endpoint and, if they share the same Main Manager, the endpoint of the Message Broker 
associated to that adjacent domain).  

 
Figure 9 Centralized Cooperative Lane Change (Cross-Border) 

 

Back to the cross-border management issue, from an operative point of view all the messages arriving 
to the Message Broker that have been generated inside that area are redirected by a selector to the 
Local Manager, which process the message identifying the car associated to each of them and 
detecting any transition from a buffer area to a coverage are or vice versa. When such a transition is 
detected, the Local Managers sends a dedicated message to the car performing it, passing the details 
needed for managing the transition in a safe way, from the Manoeuvreing service perspective.  
The data sent by the Local Manager, according to the kind of transition, is the following: 

1. Coverage-Buffer transition: the following Main Manager endpoint and, if the Manager is the 
same of the current Broker, also the endpoint of the next Message Broker. 

2. Buffer-Coverage transition: the exclusive coverage of the current Message Broker. 

In case 1., the car is supposed to establish a connection with the next Message Broker: if the Main 
Manager is the same, the information regarding the next Message Broker is available. Otherwise, the 
car shall register to the next Main Manager and receive from it the endpoint of the next Message 
Broker. Retrieved the endpoint information, a connection is established. 
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In case 2, the car shall close any previously established connection with Message Brokers others 
than the one with the exclusive coverage. 

By following this procedure, a sort of shared area between each couple of adjacent Message Broker 
is defined: this area is centred over the actual border and has the width of two buffer areas, and inside 
it each car is sending its CAM messages to both adjacent Message Brokers. As for the cross-border 
situation with S-LDM, this shared area grants a better coverage over a potentially delicate area, the 
chance of setting up in advance the connection with the next Message Broker (nullifying or minimizing 
the impact of the service transition, at least at MEC side) and also to establish of a backup service if 
one of the two connections is faulty. On the other side, if not properly handled it may lead to conflicting 
recommendations for the destination cars, thus adequate selecting criteria have to be defined in the 
system to prevent these undesired situations to happen. How such redundancy is managed depends 
on the service nature and implementation, but several solutions are possible. 

As for the adjacent S-LDM management, a possible solution to the above-said problem is to enable 
the action triggering decision only to that MEC that is covering the area where the car is (remember: 
coverage areas are supposed to be disjointed).  
Alternatively, if the cars' final effect is produced in a deterministic way (i.e., always the same, 
independently from the instance making the decision), it is also possible to allow both the MECs 
involved to perform such an action. Even if it leads to an increment of the traffic in the area and to a 
redundant usage of resources, it also allows the system to use two most likely separated branches of 
the service to deliver the final effect, which can lead to a potential reduction of the notification time to 
the cars, if one of the branches is faster than the other. But this also implies the capability at cars side 
to identify those messages that are referring to already processed indications (the car may check the 
id or the timestamp of the triggering CAM message, which should be the same for both branches, and 
discard the recommendation message if another recommendation with the same parameter have 
been received before).  
Finally, if a real-time network performance evaluating system is available at the car side, the car may 
decide whether S-DLM instance (the faster) can send the message. 

In addition to this, it would also worth to have a check at car side regarding the recommendation 
actual time consistency, i.e., if the recommendation is received within an acceptable time frame from 
the original triggering CAM message emission time. If the recommendation is late, it should be 
discarded. 

On scalability and coverage sizing 

This section is addressing the scalability at each component level: being a preliminary architectural 
design, more details regarding its implementation will be provided in D2.3 

The Message Broker covers a pivotal role in the solution since it enables communication from the 
road to the infrastructure and back. Its correct configuration, particularly for topic and selector 
definition and update, is crucial for granting the service's expected behavior. Moreover, defining the 
extent of the Message Broker coverage is fundamental to consider the computational burden 
associated to the management of the incoming messages (from road to infrastructure and vice versa) 
and filtering (selectors definition and performance) and dynamic topic creation and management. 
From this point of view, the maximum number of cars potentially served in the road section should 
drive the definition of the coverage area's size and, if it is the case, lead to the introduction of one or 
more Message Broker instances and a load balance among them. 

Given the parsing, sorting and notifying activity, the S-LDM module is also prone to suffer crowded 
situations. Thus, a highly scalable implementation is recommended, with an adequate sizing of the 
covered subsections preventing critical overload situations. A strict requirement for this module is to 
process an incoming update before the arrival of the next one, both in terms of message geographical 
classification and storage and of detection of triggering conditions and generation of the context 
message to send to the Manoeuvreing Service. 
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As for the S-LDM, a high processing rate is also required for the Manoeuvreing Service. If developed 
as a stateless function, it may be implemented in a very highly scalable way: in this case, the actual 
limit is the amount of time required for processing the context message and generating the 
recommendations, which may depend on the number of cars in the context and their active role in the 
triggering condition management. In the case of a stateful implementation, an additional 
computational burden must be considered to retrieve the information related to previous 
computations. 

The Response Router is requested to route efficiently any message to the destination car via Message 
Broker dedicated topic. Some trivial tricks (e.g., in the car dedicated topic name definition and in the 
way each recommendation message could be associated to a car without having the Response 
Router parsing the whole message) may consistently speed up the operation execution; in addition 
to this, being the performed operation stateless, the scalability of the solution is also very high. 

The Main Manager activity is centred on two tasks: 

1. Car registration requests generated by initial joining of the service or by a cross-border 
transition from a differently managed domain. 

2. Local Managers adjacency update. 

The first one just implies a geographical check over Message Broker coverage. The number of 
requests arriving to the Main Manager can be high, but the stateless nature of the computation 
required allows high-speed and scalable implementations. The second point is an activity mainly 
performed during service bootstrap and then occasionally performed in the rare case of 
addition/removal of a Message Broker or of change of the endpoint of an existing one. Thus, in the 
end we don’t envisage real scalability issues related to this component. 

The Local Manager is working on a continually stressful situation, checking the transition for each 
incoming message from each car under the coverage area (+ buffers) of the Message Broker. On the 
other side, the reduced computational burden associated to the geographical check and the simplicity 
of the transition-detecting check allows a scalable implementation that should be flexible enough to 
manage the overall evaluation in a time interval in line with the requirements. 

2.1.1.3.4 Requirements of Cooperative and Automated Lane Change, Centralized 

Taking the latest developments in WP2, and after close contact with WP5 and WP6´s simulation team, 
we updated some of our functional requirements for the cooperative lane change (CLC) use case. 
The complete list, including new requirements, is presented in Table 1:  

Table 1: Updated functional requirement for CLC use case 

Req. 
Number 

Requirement 

CLC-Req-1 Decentralized CLC requires the direct exchange of CAM messages between vehicles 
over PC5  

CLC-Req-2 In Decentralized CLC, the GeoService will distribute ITS messages to all registered 
vehicles in its dissemination area through its southbound interface (Uu). 

CLC-Req-3 Centralized CLC requires the exchange of CAM messages between vehicles and a MEC 
server over Uu  

CLC-Req-4 If PC5 link is available, centralized CLC shall also enable the direct exchange of CAM 
messages between vehicles over PC5  

CLC-Req-5 Centralized CLC in a cross-border scenario requires the exchange of information 
between Message Brokers running on MECs at both sides of the border 

CLC-Req-6 Fast logical interface for the exchange of data between MECs at application level   
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CLC-Req-7 Centralized CLC requires a Manoeuvreing Service running on each MEC, which will act 
as a supervisor and send recommendations for CLC manoeuvres  

CLC-Req-8 In Centralized CLC, the Manoeuvreing Service shall generate an ITS message (IVIM or 
DENM), which will contain manoeuvre recommendations directed at single vehicles (for 
example, for a CLC to take place) 

CLC-Req-9 In Centralized CLC, the message generated by the Manoeuvreing Service shall be 
injected into the Response Router, which will generate dedicated Topics to each vehicle 
involved in the manoeuvre 

CLC-Req-10 End-to-end communication latency requirements shall be met 

CLC-Req-11 If available, the vehicle shall use the input of its precise positioning module to obtain 
higher positioning accuracy 

CLC-Req-12 Lane-level positioning accuracy shall be achieved 

CLC-Req-13 All ITS messages shared between vehicles shall be interoperable  

CLC-Req-14 The vehicle application should be able to read relevant CAN data from the vehicle (GPS 
information, speed, blinker status, etc.) and construct an ITS CAM according to the 
standard. 

CLC-Req-15 The vehicle application should be able to encode and decode CAMs using ASN.1 code. 
These messages should include all corresponding headers according to the standard. 

CLC-Req-16 The vehicle shall count with filtering mechanisms for multiple streams of CAMs coming 
from both PC5 and Uu interfaces. 

CLC-Req-17 ECU shall implement CLC manoeuvres (automatically or alerting the driver) based on 
messages received from PC5 or Uu interface 

 

2.1.1.3.5 Message flow of Centralized Cooperative and Automated Lane Change (cellular based 
communication) 

Figure 10 shows the message flow for the overall procedure in the case of a centralized entity (MEC) 
which, obtaining an overview over the traffic situation, manages the overall CLC.  

 

 
Figure 10 Message flow for the Centralized CLC: high level view 
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The same messages types are used as in the decentralized approach. Hence, the properties of the 
respective messages presented in the previous section apply here as well. In more details, the 
vehicles continuously send CAM messages with status updates. When inside a CAM a “blinking on” 
is detected, the MEC application start an additional processing, then it will issue a recommendation 
towards a subset of vehicles, as schematically shown in reports some details inside the MEC node. 
The CAM messages are transmitted to the MEC through the AMQP broker, which will re-route towards 
a set of S-LDM instances. In addition to filter messages before storing them into an internal database, 
the S-LDM will check for triggering conditions. When one of them is detected (the blinking on 
previously mentioned), the S-LDM having the relevant vehicles inside its basic coverage area will 
prepare a context, and will send it to the Manoeuvreing Service through an REST API (HTTP POST 
message). The Manoeuvreing Service will generate recommendations, in turn passed to the 
Response Router, which will prepare a set of unicast messages to be delivered to the intended 
vehicles by publishing a set of AMQP messages towards vehicles. 

 

 

Figure 11 Message flow for the Centralized CLC: processing details inside MEC. 

 

2.1.1.4 Decentralized Cooperative and Automated Lane Change 
Manoeuvre: Functional Analysis and Requirements 

 

In the decentralized use case, the Manoeuvre Management is hosted inside each vehicle and 
leverages information that is exchanged by means of V2V direct communication using the PC5 
interface and via the network (V2N2V) using Uu interface. 

Vehicles exchange cooperative awareness messages about their position and dynamics, and 
collective perception messages about the detected objects (non-connected vehicles). In particular, 
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the Uu interface allows to exchange such information (CAM, CPM) at 20Hz. The GeoService 
southbound interface allows for low latency connection (see D5.1 for detailed KPI). In this way, and 
thanks to 5G, CAM and CPM in the host vehicle are de facto an input source with the same 
characteristics as the vehicle on board sensors (camera, radar) and have the needed responsiveness 
to emergency situations, which is a key aspect for SAE L4 automation. 

Figure 12 provides the architectural view of this use case. Although the 5G-CARMEN architecture 
allows seamless cooperation across different MEC services and cross-border, but for simplicity we 
refer to a single MEC system in a single country domain. 

 

 

Figure 12 Cooperative messages over Uu and PC5 interface, in lane clearance for emergency vehicle  

 

On-board perception for de-centralized manoeuvres: the V-LDM 

The vehicle onboard unit, based on the received information, has a Local Dynamic Map. This concept, 
taken from SAE J2945/1 standard, considers relevance areas around the host vehicle (the ego-
vehicle), and maps the relevant remote vehicles (the other vehicles) around it according to a grid of 
“relevance” similar to Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 Relevance areas in the Vehicle Local Dynamic Map 

It should be noted, that “relevance” of remote vehicles is depending on the host and remote vehicles 
relative positions and trajectories, and considers the path history as specified in C-ITS (Figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 14 Classification and filtering of relevant vehicles according to the Local Dynamic Map  

The Vehicle Local Dynamic Map (V-LDM) is of paramount importance to filter the remote vehicles of 
interest, considering the high number of cooperative messages that are exchanged (potentially 
around 1000 as an order of magnitude, in a congested area).  

In 5G-CARMEN, the V-LDM of the vehicle will represent both the remote vehicles that are connected 
and the remote vehicles that are not connected but are sensed by the other vehicles (cooperative 
perception). Thanks to the V-LDM, the host vehicle V2X OBU, provides the Automated Driving Control 
Unit with just the relevant vehicles “seen” through 5G, decoupling the redundancy and complexity of 
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the 5G cooperation from the perception of Autonomous vehicles. For instance, the use of CAM and 
CPM on both Uu and PC5 generates multiple “virtual” objects, but the input to the AD needs to give 
single objects.  
 

2.1.1.4.1 Message flow of Decentralized Cooperative and Automated Lane Change (cellular based 
communication) 

Figure 15 highlights the main components and connections. 

 

 

 
Figure 15 Scheme of Decentralized Cooperative and Automated Lane Change Manoeuvre. The on- 

board sensing data is transferred via Uu (GeoService) and PC5, updating the V-LDM 

 

Referring to the scheme (Figure 15) and the flow chart (Figure 16), 
1. Car A is aware of the surrounding cooperative vehicles, in this case based on received CAM 

by cars B and C, and evaluates the conditions to change lanes 
2. Car A sends its intentions, changing the state of the right turn indicator (“off” to “on”) on its 

CAM transmitted. 
3. Car C needs to slow down based on A intention 
4. Car B needs to constantly monitor the front situation and share it with A, through a CPM. In 

this way 
o A is aware of any “non cooperative” car in front of B (in this case, D) 
o Any emergency situation (e.g. D braking of D) is promptly communicated to A (via 

CPM) so that A can change plan   
5. Car A needs to change based on the conditions, set by  

o the free space between B (front) and C (rear) 
o a safe condition in front of car B  

This flowchart applies both to PC5 and Uu interface, and the two connections are required at the 
same time for redundancy. Lack of either connection or not meeting the message exchange KPI (see 
D5.1) will affect the level of automation allowed. This means that step 4 above should be done in 
Level 3 or below (instead of Level 4) because with insufficient performance, if D slows down the driver 
would need to retake control and avoid the lane change.  

It should finally be noted that Both A and C can separately measure the spacing thanks to the same 
information source: exchanged CAM of the three vehicles. So the algorithms although decentralise 
have the same basis and allow the correct sequence (in particular the aforementioned steps 1, 3 and 
5 which are primarily based on the spacing, also called “headway”). 
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Figure 16 Sequence diagram of decentralized lane change manoeuvres  

2.1.1.4.2 Decentralized Cooperative and Automated Lane Change: Cross border architecture 

 

  

Figure 17 Decentralized Cooperative Lane Change (Cross-border) 

Figure 17 illustrates the functional setup for the cooperative lane change use case on its decentralized 
implementation and in a cross-border scenario. In this approach, the low-latency transfer of CAM 
messages via 5G Uu interface over the GeoService´s southbound interface enables a second stream 
of information between vehicles, thus improving reliability of the complete manoeuvre.  
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Table 2: Functional Requirements of Decentralized Cooperative Lane Change use case 

Req. Number Requirement 

D-CLC-Req-1 Decentralized CLC requires the direct exchange of CAM messages between vehicles 
over PC5  

D-CLC-Req-2 In Decentralized CLC, the GeoService will distribute ITS messages to all registered 
vehicles in its dissemination area through its southbound interface (Uu). 

D-CLC-Req-3 Fast logical interface for the exchange of data between MECs at application level   

D-CLC-Req-4 End-to-end communication latency requirements shall influence the level of 
automation at which the lane change is possible 

D-CLC-Req-5 If available, the vehicle shall use the input of its precise positioning module to obtain 
higher positioning accuracy 

D-CLC-Req-6 Lane-level positioning accuracy shall be achieved 

D-CLC-Req-7 All ITS messages shared between vehicles shall be interoperable  

D-CLC-Req-8 The vehicle application shall be able to read relevant CAN data from the vehicle (GPS 
information, speed, blinker status, etc.) and construct an ITS CAM according to the 
standard. 

D-CLC-Req-9 The vehicle application should be able to encode and decode CAMs using ASN.1 
code. These messages should include all corresponding headers according to the 
standard. 

D-CLC-Req-10 The vehicle shall count with filtering mechanisms for multiple streams of CAMs coming 
from both PC5 and Uu interfaces. 

D-CLC-Req-11 ECU shall implement CLC manoeuvres (automatically or alerting the driver) based on 
messages received from PC5 or Uu interface2.1.1.3.5 Message flow of Centralized 
Cooperative and Automated Lane Change (cellular based communication) 

D-CLC-Req-12 The vehicles shall be able to send/receive CPM type messages 

 

2.1.1.5 Lane change needed due to emergency vehicle approach: based 
on estimated time of arrival of the emergency vehicle (EmV). 
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Figure 18 Situation awareness - Back-situation Awareness  

A cooperative lane change decision, for instance, when the overtaking lane needs to be cleared 
because an emergency vehicle (EmV) is approaching from the back, is governed by the ETA value 
of the approaching EmV. This functionality can be realised using the PC5 interface (between the 
vehicle and EmV) when the EmV is within the PC5 range of the vehicles, and over the Uu interface 
(between the vehicle and 5G RAN) via the MEC system to notify vehicles that are outside the Audio 
Visual range of the EmV. This use case is illustrated in Figure 18 providing an overview of the 
interactions between the various actors involved in realizing this use case in a C-V2X environment, 
including CCAM components and interfaces. Notice how, in 5G SA architecture we have UPF in 
option 3 of 5G NSA deployment we have SGWu and PGWu. The process overview is described 
below. 

1. The Emergency Management Authority (EMA) on receiving the emergency information will 
send an emergency notification message to the MEC system, which is used as a trigger to 
instantiate the Back-Situation Awareness (BSA) function, which is realized as a virtual 
application function. 

2. The EMA will inform the EmV and provide the BSA service function id (e.g., IP address) of the 
newly instantiated BSA service function. The EmV will periodically start the EmV Notification 
message (CAM) over PC5 interface as well as the Uu interface towards the RAN 

3. The RAN will route these EmV Notification messages towards the designated MEC system 
where the BSA service is instantiated. 

4. Based on the route plan and the destination information of the EmV, the instantiated BSA 
service function shall trigger additional BSA service function instances in other MEC systems, 
even cross border. 

5. Based on the periodically received CAM messages, the BSA service function calculates the 
estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) with reference to the multiple dissemination areas (DA), which 
are geo-sectorized portion of the route-path of the EmV. 

6. The periodically derived ETA values are encoded in an EmV Warning Notification messages 
(DENM), which is then pushed towards the associated RAN BSs via the GeoService.  

7. Optionally, BSAF can leverage latest information from external traffic management system, 
for example about latest traffic situation in respective DAs, to derive accurate ETA values. 
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8. The ETA is disseminated to the relevant DAs using DENM messages via a message 
dissemination service, such as the GeoService. 

9. The host vehicle (ego-vehicle/recipient) receives the DENM message valid for the specific 
area periodically and extracts the ETA. Both EmV and host vehicle are moving, so the 
sequence of received ETA will vary in time.  

10. When the EmV comes closer (or if the emergency operation/siren starts when the EmV and 
host vehicle are close to each other) CAM of the EmV are used by the host vehicle to calculate 
the ETA, but most important, the relative distance (<500 meters). 

11. Based on the ETA values and the internal logic, the host vehicle can make appropriate 
decisions to perform a cooperative and automated lane change manoeuver and to clear the 
lane in due time. 
 

Table 3 lists the functional requirements for realizing the Back-Situation awareness use case. Please 
note that the term “shall” denotes a mandatory requirement while the term “should” denote an optional 
requirement. 

Table 3: Functional Requirements of Back-Situation Awareness use case 

Req 
Number 

Requirement 

BSA-Req-1 The EmV shall trigger periodically sent EmV notification messages towards the RAN 
over the Uu interface as well as broadcast the same over the PC5 interface 

BSA-Req-2 The EmV notification message shall encode relevant meta data e.g., type, speed, geo-
location, destination, route plan etc. in the DENM. 

BSA-Req-3 The RAN shall deliver the EmV notification DENM towards the relevant correct edge 
MEC system data centre 

BSA-Req-4 The EmV Notification DENM shall trigger the CCAM MEC system to instantiate a BSAF 
as a virtual function.  

BSA-Req-5 The CCAM MEC system shall provide the cluster zone information to the BSAF 
instances. 

BSA-Req-6 The BSAF instance shall process the meta data in the EmV Notification and derive the 
ETA values for different cluster zones. 

BSA-Req-7 The CCAM MEC system receiving the EmV notification messages shall enable the 
instantiation of a BSAF as virtual function in other CCAM MEC systems that may be in 
other admin domains, e.g., cross-border, along the edge data centre shall process the 
information received from the notification messages from the EmV and prepare a 
notification messages for the vehicles’ route path of the EmV. 

NOTE: the instantiation of BSAF instances in other MEC systems can be based on route
 plan and destination information received in the EmV notification messages. 

BSA-Req-8 The BSAF instance receiving the EmV notification messages shall update BSAF 
instances in other (cross-border) CCAM MEC systems. 

BSA-Req-9 The BSAF instances in adjacent MEC systems (e.g., cross-border) shall be able to 
exchange state information with each other in order to ensure accurate derivation of 
ETA. 

BSA-Req-10 The CCAM MEC system shall compose an EmV warning notification DENM for each 
cluster zone and encode the ETA value derived by the BSAF instance for the respective 
cluster zone. 
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BSA-Req-11 The CCAM MEC system shall push the EmV warning notification DENM edge data 
centre shall relay the notification messages towards select RAN sites. 

BSA-Req-12 The GeoService shall broadcast the notification EmV warning notification DENM 
towards the vehicles, within its coverage domain. 

BSA-Req-13 The ECU in the vehicles shall process the EmV warning notification DENM to read and 
display the ETA value. 

BSA-Req-14 The CCAM MEC system should take into account latest information from external traffic 
management systems for accurate ETA calculation.  

BSA-Req-15 The CCAM MEC system should leverage the cooperative lane change system for 
automated coordination between the vehicles. 

BSA-Req-16 The Vehicle on-board system of the host vehicle shall use the GeoService to receive 
ETA value messages 

BSA-Req-17 The Vehicle on-board system of the host vehicle shall use the GeoService to receive 
CAM from the other vehicles, including the EmV 

BSA-Req-18 The Vehicle on-board system of the host vehicle shall use PC5 to receive CAM from the 
other vehicles, including the EmV 

BSA-Req-19 The host vehicle on-board system shall calculate timing constraints based on the ETA 
of the EmV and based on its own (host vehicle) dynamics. 

BSA-Req-20 The timing constraint shall be used as boundary condition to plan a decentralized lane-
change manoeuver (or in-lane manoeuver depending on the condition)  

Based on the above requirements, the following functional entities (actors) are involved in the 
realization of the back-situation awareness use case. 

1. OBU for EmV: The on-board unit of the EmV is required to collect information from the on-
board sensors/monitoring modules like speed, geo-location, route plan etc, and is able to 
encode them on CAM frames to be broadcasted over the Uu interface towards the cellular 
network base station (e.g., eNB, gNB) in a periodic fashion, till the EmV arrives at the event 
destination. 

2. Cellular network infrastructure (4G/5G): The RAN component of the cellular network 
should be able to redirect the mV Notification message towards the UPF, which will forward 
it to the MEC platform implementing the CCAM platform. 

3. BSA service function container: The BSA service function instance instantiated and 
managed in the CCAM system platform is able to process the periodically received EmV 
Notification messages to derive the ETA, and encode it in the EmV Warning Notification 
message, which is then pushed towards the vehicles by means of GeoService. BSAF instance 
shall also be able to forward the received EmV Notification messages towards other BSA 
service function instances in other MEC platform across border. 

4. MEC System: This MEC system deploys the CCAM platform that manages the BSAF 
container and interconnects with the cellular infrastructure. The BSA service function container 
may also leverage the services offered by the AMQP Broker and the GeoService entities.  

5. Vehicle’s OBU: The OBU in the vehicles shall be able to receive and process the EmV 
Warning messages forwarded by the BSAF function and received via the cellular base stations 
and display the ETA on the dashboard.  

 
 
5G-CARMEN intends to demonstrate how 5G can enable a safe lane clearance for emergency 
vehicle, keeping a vehicle in the L4 operational design domain. The main factors are a continuous 
awareness of the emergency vehicle, by utilizing the back-situation awareness feature, across the 
corridor and a exploiting the highly performant communication system established amongst the 
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vehicles. Only by deploying 5G along the corridors can these factors be met. This section presents 
the various scenarios in this respect. 

This scenario is depicted in Figure 19, where the ETA information from BSA service function in the 
infrastructure triggers the lane change manoeuvre. Lane change is performed in decentralized way, 
thanks to the cooperation of vehicles A, B, C. The presence of non-connected vehicles (D), detected 
by on-board sensors, is shared, so that vehicle A can have a full picture of its surroundings.  

 

 

 

Figure 19 Lane clearance for emergency vehicle: the host vehicle (A) triggered by the emergency 
vehicle notification, performs a decentralized lane change  

 

The following simplified sequence diagram shows the basic concept. The EmV periodically sends 
CAM messages to the BSA and also over the PC5 interface.  

When the EmV is still far away from the host vehicle A, the latter vehicle is aware of the incoming 
EmV from the estimated time to arrival (ETA) by the BSA service (through the GeoService).  
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Figure 20 Sequence diagram highlighting BSA interaction 

 

 

2.1.2 Cooperative and automated in-lane manoeuvres 

2.1.2.1  Overview 
In Cooperative and Automated in-lane manoeuvres the vehicle performs longitudinal control and 
keeps the in-lane lateral control (lane centreing). Namely 5G-CARMEN will address 

a. In-lane manoeuvres based on forward detection (cruise control) 

b. In-lane manoeuvres based on lateral detection (prevented lane change) 

c. In-lane manoeuvres based on backward detection  

d. In-lane manoeuvres based on emergency vehicle approach 

The focus is on unexpected events, as required by L4 driving. An example is scenario b. The L4 
vehicle on the first lane and plans to exit the motorway in moderate-high traffic situation, with vehicles 
in front obstructing the view. A queue or obstacle on the exit lane would require the driver to take 
over. 
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Figure 21 In-lane manoeuvres based on lateral detection (prevented lane change) (2b., from D5.1) 

 

Thanks to 5G, the on-board automated system has sufficient data and sufficient advance to replan 
from an original lane change manoeuvres to an in-lane manoeuver, and thus keep in the L4 
Operational Design Domain. 

2.1.2.2  Leveraging 5G technology enablers: Why is 5G needed for 
Cooperative and Automated in-lane manoeuvres? 

As explained in the decentralized lane-change manoeuvres, 5G and allows to exchange such 
information (CAM, CPM) at the same refresh rate as the vehicle on board sensors (camera, radar) 
and have the needed responsiveness to emergency situations, which is a key aspect for SAE L4 
automation.  

In addition, towards the end of the project we’ll demonstrate how the V-LDM can be dynamically 
updated from the S-LDM, to augment the on-board perception both with improved information about 
surrounding vehicles’ and with information from other sources (infrastructure, road operator, back-
end). The outlook is that the S-LDM; having the bird-eye view of a local area, could provide the 
vehicles with all information related to the driving context (including from road operator back-end). 

2.1.2.3  Functional Analysis and Requirements 
The following picture (Figure 22) highlights the message flow. For simplicity, we differentiate vehicle 
roles and assume that  

 the vehicle ahead (Vehicle B) shares its state and detections and updates the S-LDM 

 the vehicle behind (Vehicle A) receives state, detections and LDM updates and performs L4 
manoeuvres.2  

 

 
2 This is reflected in the different modules of the vehicle box. Actually, all vehicles can communicate their state detections 

Similarly, the flow of the V. LDM is unidirectional for better readability (detections by A, LDM updates to B) but the LDM 
potentially gets update from every communicating node (vehicle/infrastructure) and can update all vehicles with a V-LDM 
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In real life deployment, the architecture as well as the state sharing will be symmetric, and the AD 
control will be performed whenever needed and possible. 

1. Vehicle B constantly senses the cars around.  

2. Through the on-board ECU (Electronic Control Unit) and the precise positioning, the 
Cooperative Sensor and State Sharing module converts relative coordinates (with respect to 
its own reference system) to the absolute reference system) 

3. The “Cooperative Sensor and State Sharing module” calls the facility layer to encode 
messages as Vehicle B own state (CAM – Cooperative Awareness Messages) and detections 
(CPM – Collective Perception Messages). 

4. The “Cooperative Sensor and State Sharing modem” uses three interfaces to dispatch 
messages: AMQP client “publish”, GeoService interface and PC5. 

5. The PC5 modem Rel.14 will exchange CAM and CPM at the highest possible rate at 5.9GHz, 
as allowed by ETSI Decentralized Congestion Control.  

6. The 5G Uu modem will exchange CAM and CPM at 20Hz with the GeoService and the AMQP 
broker.  

7. The GeoService will cast the CAM and CPM messages to the vehicles in the interested area. 
If Vehicle A is in the area, it receives the message.  

8. When Vehicle A intends to exit the S-LDM updates vehicle B with context information, via the 
AMQP publish interface. The trigger for could be the turn indicator or also a predictive 
algorithm on the S-LDM, as said before.  

9. The V-LDM of the Vehicle A gets updated from PC5 direct link and GeoService. It also gets 
updated context by S-LDM. It filters the vehicles and events of interest as received and 
provides a highly dynamic picture of the surroundings to the Electronic Control Unit of the 
vehicle. 

10. The perception component of the vehicle combines the on-board sensors input (radar, 
camera) with the V-LDM input. 

11. The decision component of the vehicle evaluates the best manoeuvres options, considering 
both the trip plan but also the target of keeping within L4 ODD. In Figure 22 the decision 
component decides for an in-lane manoeuver (step 3) instead of the planned lane change. 

12. The actuation of the vehicle keeps the cruise control and lane, adjusting following the road 
geometry and adjusting its speed automatically according to the surrounding 
vehicles/obstacles, constantly monitored by on board sensors and 5G communication. 
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Figure 22 Message flow for Cooperative and automated in-lane manoeuvres and for the decentralized 

lane change manoeuvres, in country.  

 

On V-LDM and S-LDM: why edge computing matters on cooperative and automated driving 
use cases 

One of the evaluation topics of 5G-Carmen pilot is the role of S-LDM updates with respect to the other 
cooperative sources, namely the V2N2V (via GeoService) and V2V direct (via PC5). If applied to state 
of art C-ITS, the role of S-LDM is redundant, as the vehicles V2X OBU already can cope and process 
around 1000-2000 CAM messages per second (maximum rate 10Hz), i.e. verify certificates, decode, 
check plausibility and select the target vehicles of interest, whereby target selection is done locally by 
the V-LDM.  

However, when considering a crowded scenario with the high refresh rate CAM and CPM for SAE L4 
use cases of 5G-CARMEN, we could envisage up to 4 times the number of messages to be processed 
(20 Hz, CAM and CPM). The computation is also more complex when adding CPM: the host vehicle 
(Vehicle A above) could receive a CAM reporting Vehicle B position but also a CPM of another vehicle, 
that has detected Vehicle B with its own sensors. But the Automated Driving perception module of 
vehicle A needs to track one single target (Vehicle B) not multiple targets. The task of combining CAM 
and CPM to reconstruct a picture of neighbour vehicles has to be performed at the V-LDM.  

Here comes the advantage of the S-LDM, that could pre-process detections and update the 
neighbours’ vehicle picture of the V-LDM.  

This relates to the more general topic of off-loading computational power from vehicle to edge-
computing servers, which is one of the most interesting topics for car manufacturers in the future 
connected and automated mobility. In this future scenario (long-run) the S-LDM could be the main 
source of information when performing autonomous driving tasks that require computational power 
for improved awareness. 

It should be noted, finally, that this S-LDM approach demands 5G connectivity, but does not 
necessarily imply the choice of AMQP with respect to GeoService. The role of these two brokers 
(GeoService in V2N2V versus AMQP for LDM updates) is rather a project specific choice to run the 
5G-CARMEN pilot. 
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2.1.2.4  Message Flow 
In the in-lane manoeuver, vehicles have three basic interactions involving message flow. 

- V2V: exchange CAM and CPM via PC5 and Uu interface 

- LDM: get context updates from the S-LDM when about to perform the manoeuvre 

For clarity, we report three separated sequence diagrams although they are in reality combined.  

Furthermore, here we highlight the main messages that trigger the main manoeuvring steps, or the 
changes in decision/AD functionality.  

In reality, messages are continuously exchanged and potentially each single message can influence 
manoeuvres. For instance, constant CAM exchange at 20Hz is used for data fusion and distance 
keeping, but here is not depicted.  

 

V2V 

The following picture reports a sequence diagram for the case in V2V. When close to the motorway 
exit, the Autonomous Vehicle A initially pursues the exit plan (Figure 23) Based on Vehicle B state 
(CAM) and detections (CPM) Vehicle A becomes aware that the exit lane has a queue. Since the 
queue (as perceived from B and communicated to A) is almost still, Vehicle A decision module 
evaluates that taking that exit lane would imply a severe slow down, and a sudden exit of the L4 
Operational Design Domain. Therefore, Vehicle A changes its mind (automatically) keeps in-lane in 
car following situation. Car following is supported by both the radar and the CAM and from Vehicle A 
own sensors. 

 

 

 

Figure 23 Sequence diagram for V2V communication, with focus on the messages triggering the 
changes of manoeuver 

 

LDM 

The following sequence diagram reports the same use case done via LDM update (from S-LDM to V-
LDM).  
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The main aspect to highlight here, is that the S-LDM instance gives periodic updates at a default 
frequency in a steady scenario (like ordinary cruise keeping in-lane manoeuver) while it raises its 
update frequency when the context demands: in this case, a fast update to vehicle A is trigger by the 
intention of vehicle A to exit the motorway.   

The drawing of XYZ focusses on the key message: vehicle A communicates its intention thus 
changing the S-LDM state, and vehicle B updates the LDM with its detections. In reality, there is a 
constant stream of data from all connected vehicles to the S-LDM. Furthermore, the turn indicator 
trigger symbolizes (and simplifies) a generic triggering condition. In the future, Artificial Intelligence 
within the S-LDM could trigger the fast update.  

 

 

Figure 24 Sequence diagram for LDM communication. The S-LDM, triggered by vehicle A lane change 
indication, becomes very responsive and gives A fast updates on the surrounding environment 
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3 Gap in state-of-the-art systems and way forward 

This section analyzes specific gaps towards current solutions addressing 4 topics, which are 
described in the following paragraphs: 

 Cross border handover to reduce time needed and allow service continuity 
 Inter MEC communication both at application and infrastructure level 
 Solutions to address QoS and RAN prediction information 

3.1 Cross-border handover and roaming architectures 

When a UE changes its serving mobile network (e.g. when crossing country borders), an interruption 
in connectivity occurs since the UE needs to register to a new network which takes some time, i.e. 
scanning the spectrum to find a Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) it can (try) to use. 

These interruptions result in blackout periods for connected vehicle services of up to several minutes 
unless network reselection improvements are considered.  

In this paragraph potential improvements in network reselection using existing 3GPP functionality are 
outlined from a technical perspective. 

3.1.1 Non-Stand Alone (NSA) 5G 
In this deliverable a Non-Standalone (NSA) 5G architecture with Evolved Packet Core (EPC) is 
considered, hence leveraging on the interworking between the existing LTE network and the newly 
deployed NR radio base stations via a Dual Connectivity approach. In such network architecture the 
LTE radio access is the control plane anchor whilst the NR access is only used for the purpose of 
boosting the network capacity and performance, therefore all the network reselection procedures have 
to be performed on the Evolved Packet System (EPS, i.e. LTE access and core network EPC) after 
which the Dual Connectivity with NR can be re-established. 

3.1.1.1 UE roaming with new Attach 

In this setup, which represents a baseline roaming solution, the Mobility Management Entity (MME) 
in the Visited PLMN (VPLMN) retrieves the user subscriber data from the Home Subscriber System 
(HSS) in the subscriber’s Home PLMN (HPLMN). Then, after the subscriber has been accepted in 
the VPLMN, a user plane connection is established with the Packet Data Gateway (PGW) in the 
VPLMN in case Local Break-Out (LBO) based roaming is enabled for the requested Access Point 
Name (APN), otherwise “home routing” for roaming is used and the user plane connection is 
established with the PGW in the HPLMN. It is worth to note that “home routing” for roaming is widely 
used by Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) instead of LBO-based roaming, due to the fact that the 
former  is a well-established process, not requiring too much interaction and coordination with other 
MNOs: a fairly simple roaming agreement is only needed between the involved MNOs and the 
interconnection between MNOs is facilitated by the Internet Protocol (IP) Packet eXchange (IPX) 
network. 

Several factors contribute to the network reselection time in such baseline roaming solution, that is: 

• The time needed by the HPLMN (i.e. the PLMN currently serving the UE) to release the UE (the 
HPLMN holds on to the subscriber until the connection is lost) 

• The time needed by the UE to scan the spectrum to find a suitable carrier over which the attach 
procedure to the new network has to be performed 

• The possibility that the UE might fail to successfully complete the network reselection in case 
the UE is not allowed to effectively use the new network, hence requiring a new attempt from 
the UE on another PLMN 
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• The time needed to establish a UE context in the VPLMN - following successful attach and 
authentication with the VPLMN itself 

• The time needed to re-establish a user plane connection in the VPLMN 

The impact of some of the above listed factors affecting the user plane connection and service 
continuity can be minimized e.g. depending on the spectrum being used or by leveraging on optimized 
UE scan algorithms. Another mean could be represented by the UE being able to ’remember’ 
information already used in previous occasions. Last but not least, a further improvement could be 
based on the MNO configuring roaming information on the subscriber’s SIM card, even though this is 
seldom done since the configuration of SIM cards requires additional efforts to the MNO (this should 
be done on a per subscriber basis). 

The baseline roaming setup in most cases would result in a user plane connection interruption of 
several minutes, as demonstrated in [10]. 

3.1.1.2 UE Roaming with MME relocation 

The drawbacks of the ‘home routing’ solution in terms of user plane connection and service 
interruption can be minimized by leveraging on some existing 3GPP features and by applying an 
additional roaming interface deployed between the MMEs of the involved PLMNs, i.e. the S10 
interface, as illustrated in Figure 25 below.  

 
Figure 25 Non-Stand Alone (NSA) 5G roaming architecture with S10 interface 

Such inter-MME interface is needed in order to reduce the time it takes for a VPLMN to create a UE 
context after successful registration and authentication of the UE with the VPLMN: in fact, the VPLMN 
is able to directly gather the UE context from the MME in UE’s HPLMN via the S10 interface. 
Moreover, this interface allows to also reduce the time needed to re-establish the user plane 
connection in the VPLMN since the new network is made aware of the used PGW in the HPLMN as 
well as the subscriber’s IP address; the user plane connection will be then re-established with the 
PGW in the HPLMN (where the subscriber’s IP address is anchored) as part of the tracking area 
update procedure performed in the VPLMN while the connectivity between the HPLMN and the 
VPLMN is still realized via the IPX network. 

Then, to reduce the occurrence of blind attachments to a PLMN, the core network feature of 
“Equivalent PLMN” is used, that is, the UE is configured with a list of PLMN it is allowed to normally 
operate into as it was in its HPLMN; such feature is used in conjunction with a RAN functionality 
known as “release with redirection”, which directly impacts the time needed by the UE to scan the 
spectrum in the new network in order to find a suitable carrier over which the registration procedure 
has to be performed: in fact, the HPLMN is configured to inform the UE about the allowed frequency 
bands in the new network that the UE can uses to immediately tune once in the new network, hence 
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without the need to scan the whole spectrum. Such redirect information is provided to the UE as part 
of the release message. Finally, to avoid the HPLMN to keep on holding the UE once it is physically 
in the coverage of the new network, the controlling RAN in the HPLMN can be configured with a 
threshold beyond which the UE is considered a candidate for release while still in good connection 
quality/performance with the HPLMN. 

The network setup for the NSA 5G with EPC roaming architecture and S10 interface (i.e. roaming 
with MME relocation) reduces the user plane connection interruption to ~1 second, as demonstrated 
in [10]. 

3.1.1.3 UE Roaming with Handover 

An additional improvement to the ‘home routing’ solution would be to support handover between 
PLMNs (i.e. inter-PLMN handover) as defined by 3GPP. Such handover is basically a core network 
type of handover not using the X2 interface between RAN nodes (typically X2 is not used between 
networks). The architecture is still the same as in Figure 25 with the additional configurations to enable 
inter-PLMN handover functions. Briefly, such inter-PLMN handover implies that the source 
(controlling) PLMN is made aware by the UE about potential  candidate cells for handover in a 
potential target PLMN; then, the source PLMN coordinates with the potential target PLMN under 
consideration in order for the source PLMN to asks for resources in that potential target network and, 
if granted, the source PLMN will send a “handover command” to the UE with information needed for 
the UE to still transmit/receive in the target PLMN. The user plane connection continues to be handled 
by the PGW in the HPLMN where the subscriber IP address is anchored. 

The network setup configured to perform the inter-PLMN handover reduces the user plane connection 
interruption to ~0.1 second, as demonstrated in [10]. 

3.1.1.4 The step after MME relocation or Handover 

Once the UE is connected to the VPLMN it would be better to switch from “home routing” to the LBO-
based roaming to minimize the connection delays and, more important, avoid “tromboning” of the user 
plane between the VPLMN and the HPLMN. To do that in a seamless way, the UE should establish 
a new Packet Data Network (PDN) connection in LBO mode before releasing the home routed PDN 
connection, as allowed by 3GPP standards for 4G and NSA 5G UEs. However, current 4G and NSA 
5G UE implementations typically do not allow the simultaneous connection to two APNs (except for 
the case when one of the two APNs is the well-known IMS APN). Therefore, the interruption time 
budget is larger than the time to perform MME relocation or Handover because also the time needed 
to drop the home routed PDN connection and to establish a new LBO PDN connection must be 
considered. 

3.1.2 Roaming mechanisms in Standalone (SA) 5G 
In the future the deployment of 5G Standalone (SA) networks is foreseen, such networks being based 
on the 5G NR radio access connected to a new core network, i.e. the 5G Core Network (5GC). In this 
context new network functions will be available, replacing the network entities of the legacy EPS, and 
interacting with each other according to the service-based architectural approach. However, the same 
UE roaming mechanisms as previously illustrated (i.e., new attach, mobility with the Control Plane 
anchor relocation and inter-PLMN handover) can be leveraged for minimizing the service and 
connectivity interruptions at the time a vehicle or, more in general, a UE crosses the country borders. 
This implies that the same pros and cons discussed in previous sections  are also applicable to the 
case of a 5G SA network: for instance, the 5G SA roaming architecture with the Control Plane anchor 
(AMF) relocation is represented in Figure 26, where the Control Plane anchor is the Access and 
Mobility management Function (AMF) having similar functionalities of the MME within the EPS. In this 
architecture there is still the need to deploy the inter-AMF roaming interface denoted as N14, for 
reducing the time it takes for a VPLMN to create a UE context after successful registration and 
authentication of the UE with the VPLMN itself, as it was for the S10 interface in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26 Standalone (SA) 5G roaming architecture with N14 interface 

Finally, it is worth to note that, for both the EPS and the 5GS, the cloud-native paradigm can be 
exploited to provide latency-sensitive V2X services while still maintaining a home-routed traffic 
management, hence avoiding the need to have LBO mechanisms available in the VPLMN. For 
instance, in case of a 5G SA network, it could be possible to instantiate at least the User Plane 
Function (UPF) and the Session Management Function (SMF) of the UE’s HPLMN within the public 
cloud or a cloud platform of a partner MNO beyond the country border, i.e. in the visited country: in 
such a deployment, the UE will be roaming in the VPLMN but the user plane traffic will still be handled 
by the HPLMN’s network functions (UPF and SMF) as per the home-routing approach, with the 
possibility to keep performing operations such as charging and lawful interception within the HPLMN 
domain while keeping low the RTT delay because the UPF is deployed close to the UE position (same 
country). 

3.2 Inter-MEC communication 

When the vehicle will cross the border with simultaneous change of the operator, the vehicle will be 
switched to the MEC system of the new operator. To enable efficient operation of MEC applications 
in the cross-border area, MECs from both operators shall be able to exchange information. 

Delay-sensitive 5G-CARMEN use cases require synchronization between the MEC applications in 
the source network (source MEC) and the MEC applications in the target network (target MEC). For 
this the selected context of application (data relevant to cross-border area) shall be copied from the 
source MEC to the target MEC. Both MEC applications will then use consistent data for cross-border 
area and provide service continuity.   

In Multi-access edge system reference architecture, the Mp3 interface is defined as “reference point 
between MEC platforms is used for control communication between MEC platforms” [6]. However, 
the specification of Mp3 has not been provided by ETSI. To support delay-sensitive V2X use 
cases, 5G-CARMEN will work on exemplary implementation of the Mp3 interface in laboratory 
environments.  

Due to mixed usage of different MEC platforms which are not fully standard-compliant, direct Inter-
MEC communication is not used. In fact no application will be deployed on the MECs connected to 
the live network dynamically using a orchestration instance (this will be done only by the CCAM 
environment running in Lab environment by NEC), thus no information on MEC level needs to be 
exchanged by the MECs. Applications connected to the live network will be deployed upfront on each 
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MEC in different countries. Anyway, Inter-MEC communication could be leveraged as an alternative 
communication channel in scenarios where restrictions at network side may cause connectivity 
limitations, thus jeopardizing the envisaged service functioning (e.g., if in Centralized Cooperative and 
Automated Lane Change Manoeuvre scenario it won’t be possible to have two concurrent connections 
in the shared area between two Message Brokers). The availability of the Inter-MEC channel would 
enable an alternative route for the message, thus by-passing the restriction, reaching both S-LDMs 
as expected and granting the service to still operate (even if with a potential increased latency). 

In order to enable cross-border communication, messages are exchanged between applications 
running on different MECs. For example, the Nokia GeoService forwards a CAM, DENM or IVIM 
message to a neighbor GeoService running on another MEC if the message is potentially relevant to 
vehicles connected the neighbor GeoService. The neighbor GeoService distributes the received 
message to vehicles in the Area of Relevance. This message forwarding feature is also known as 
Inter-GeoService communication.  

3.3 PC5 and Uu complementary operation 

Within the scope of the 5G-Carmen project, C-V2X communication technology is currently being 
considered as an enabler for CCAM use cases, which require message exchange between the cars 
and other components of the road traffic. 

C-V2X as standardized in 3GPP Rel.14 & Rel.15 supports various communication links: direct 
communication between vehicles (V2V), vehicle and infrastructure (V2I), vehicle and pedestrian 
(V2P) via the PC5 interface and cellular-network based communication (V2N) via the Uu interface.  

In communications technology not specifically designed for vehicular environment, like V2N a gap is 
recognized in the need to support a mechanism able to deliver messages on the basis of the 
geographical position of recipients. In fact, many ITS applications require a rapid and direct 
communication, which can be achieved by ad hoc or cellular networks. ETSI standardized such a 
protocol, which is known as GeoNetworking [11]. GeoNetworking is a network-layer protocol for ad 
hoc communication based on ITS-G5 and PC5, which does not need a coordinating infrastructure. It 
uses geographical positions of potential recipients to disseminate information and to transport data 
packets. In principle, it offers multi-hop capabilities to extend the communication range. Originally 
proposed for general mobile ad hoc networks, variants of GeoNetworking have been proposed for 
other network types, including vehicular networks. Therefore, GeoNetworking can be considered as 
a family of network protocols based on the usage of geographical positions for addressing and 
transport of data packets in different types of networks. In the vehicular scenario, GeoNetworking 
provides wireless communication among vehicles and between vehicles and fixed stations along the 
roads (i.e. RSU), by using a connectionless and fully distributed mode based on ad hoc network 
concepts, with intermittent or even without infrastructure access. GeoNetworking basically provides 
two strongly coupled functions: geographical addressing and geographical forwarding. Unlike 
addressing in conventional IP networks, in which the routing towards a node is determined on the 
basis of its network address, which is not related to its geographical position, GeoNetworking can 
send data packets to the nodes in a geographical region. As for the forwarding function, 
GeoNetworking assumes that every node has a partial view of the network topology in its vicinity and 
that every packet carries a geographical address, such as the geographical position or geographical 
area as the destination. When a node participating in the GeoNetworking protocol receives a data 
packet, it compares the geo-address in the data packet and the node's view on the network topology 
and makes an autonomous forwarding decision.  

This functionality is particularly suitable and necessary for the use cases of 5G-Carmen and should 
be supported through both communication links. In fact, for vehicular networks the most innovative 
method for distribution of information enabled by geographical routing is to target messages to certain 
geographical areas. In this way, only vehicles that are interested in the selected information are 
notified. 
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5G-CARMEN will address this gap by using MEC-assisted interworking techniques for C-V2X. This 
approach will address multiple issues. The first is the feasibility of network-based communications for 
systematic and reliable message exchange. Naturally, multi-hop communication can be adopted if it 
is necessary to reach larger distances, like in the case of a fast-approaching emergency vehicle (BSA 
use case). Despite the huge amount of research in the last decades, multi-hop communication usually 
uses complex and not always effective routing protocols, requires high vehicle density and stable 
topologies and, nevertheless, it still results in increased latency and potentially security breaches. 
Thus, the solution adopted in the 5G-CARMEN architecture is to leverage V2I/V2N solutions, pushing 
the interworking problem at the application layer. In more details, the 5G-Carmen architecture 
leverages the communication between vehicles and infrastructure to extend the range of V2V direct 
communications via an additional cellular network communication path. In this case, the MEC 
infrastructures deployed in the 5G-Carmen sites of the different countries accomplish the cross-border 
traffic steering in the network path up to the edge cloud. The projects entails two different publish-
subscribe applications supported in the different MEC infrastructures involved in the traffic steering 
function to enable the network interworking for range extension, thus demonstrating possible 
interoperability also between heterogeneous solutions adopted by different operators: the AMQP 
service and the GeoService. This network-assisted solution tackles also the second issue, which is 
the interoperability between vehicles equipped with different technologies. Pushing interworking at 
the application layer by means of a publish-subscribe solution, vehicles equipped with different 
protocol stacks can exchange information in a transparent way, given that the message format can 
be the same on both technologies. Finally, the publish-subscribe broker will implement a 
GeoNetworking solution, thus enabling the message delivery only to vehicles in a specified 
geographical area, which is the last issue. By hiding the structural and geographical details of the 
mobile network structure, a GeoNetworking enabled publish/subscribe broker running in MEC hosts 
simplifies the development of vehicular applications and allows interoperability between different 
networking solutions. 

The Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) is an open standard application layer protocol for 
message-oriented middleware. An AMQP broker is a software module that allows to define queues, 
and applications to be connected to them and to transfer messages through them. In the 5G-Carmen 
scenario, the broker is used for dispatching AMQP messages to queues subscribed by vehicles in 
order to obtain information about traffic events (e.g. accidents, traffic jam, etc.), independently on the 
technology used by the OBU in the vehicles to transmit/receive the information. This means that the 
vehicle can use both PC5 via RSU and Uu via gNB to be connected to an AMQP broker running in a 
MEC host. Once the information is arrived on the AMQP broker, it manages message delivery on the 
basis of subscribed topics. The AMQP broker used in the project leverages message types and a 
hash calculated on the event latitude/longitude to perform the routing function, thus realizing a routing 
based on geographical criteria, as required by a GeoNetworking solution. The AMQP broker can be 
used also in a cross-country scenario, as to be demonstrated through use cases to run between Italy 
and Austria. More details can be found in D3.2 [2], whereas the results of the experimentation being 
carried out in the joint lab activity between CNIT and TIM will be reported in the forthcoming D3.3. An 
important feature of the AMQP solution is that both fixed and mobile entities can act as publisher and 
subscriber. Thus, it is a good candidate to implement publish subscribe functions in the Centralized 
CLC, where vehicles act as mobile publishers/subscribers, whereas entities in MEC act as 
subscribers (S-LDM instances and Local Manager) and publishers (Request Router). However, the 
AMQP does not provide a ready-to-use solution for cross-border management, thus a different 
solution, managed via subscription to multiple AMQP brokers, must be adopted for Centralized CLC. 
Anyway, if supported by dedicated plugins and Inter-MEC connectivity, an AMQP broker may publish 
as a client on another AMQP broker: through filtering on given condition (e.g., car’s geographical 
position), the “client” broker may forward some of the received messages to the other one, allowing 
the remote service components to process them. This “filtering and forwarding” option is anyway most 
likely to introduce additional latency to the remotely delivered message, compared to the case of 
having the car directly subscribed to that remote broker.  

Also, the GeoService provided by Nokia implements the GeoNetworking mechanism, and thus can 
disseminate messages via geographic areas. The GeoService maintains an overview about all cars 
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in the area (based on CAM, Cooperative Awareness Message, sent by each car). Its major task is to 
receive/forward/store messages from cars generated by events initiated by drivers or detected by car 
sensors. As defined by ETSI ITS, messages are addressed to a destination area and typically not to 
specific stations (e.g. vehicles). GeoService provides the appropriate routing function, which forwards 
messages accordingly. The message forwarding has the capability to include as potential recipients 
not only vehicles, but also additional entities in the fixed network (in the MEC or backends). However, 
this can happen only through the Northbound API, which has been designed for supporting data 
analytics services, and thus does not provide a latency bound services as can be the Centralized 
CLC. In this way, the GeoService enables running ITS applications either on MEC or in the backend 
by forwarding notification messages to them. The GeoService natively supports Inter-GeoService 
communication, thus it can be used for Distributed CLC, in which vehicles connected to different 
GeoService instances can transparently exchange via GeoService status messages and take 
informed, timely decisions for the coordination of their manoeuvres. 

3.4 QoS and RAN prediction information in V2X use cases 

3.4.1 Introduction 
Fluctuation and a degree of uncertainty are natural characteristics of wireless communication 
networks. Indeed, the network’s quality of service varies depending on parameters such as 

1. Number of simultaneous active users connected on a cell 
2. Large number of connections especially during events, such as accidents and traffic jams 
3. Service usage and traffic profiles that vary during the day, for instance voice calls and emails 

during working hours and multimedia streaming during leisure time 
4. Distance between the antenna and the end user device 
5. Weather conditions 
6. Geographical terrain, obstacles etc. 

Although several automotive applications already rely on communication via mobile networks, they 
currently meet in most of the cases the performance requirements and they did not need to have and 
assess the anticipated network performance in advance.  

The upcoming development of the automotive applications towards connected, cooperative and 
automated driving with a higher degree of mission criticality requires a certain level of QoS to 
guarantee the right corresponding service and its functioning without degradation. Therefore, an in-
advance notification about likely degradation of the QoS could be the right solution to support 
applications to adapt their behavior in case of possible QoS changes in the imminent future. 
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Figure 27 Example of network’s performance & coverage visibility. 

 

3.4.2 Concept & Solution Description 
The concept is based on notifications (called in-advance QoS Notification: IQN) sent to the vehicle 
carrying the required information (QoS parameters, location,…) within a specific period called notice 
period that depends on the specific application and use case and should be long enough to allow the 
adaptation of the application due to the change of the QoS (see Figure 28 below) 

 
Figure 28 Source 5GAA: Application adaptation after the notification of QoS changes 

 

The procedure as described by 5GAA is a request/response and a subscription-based mechanism. 
Indeed, the PDU sessions represented under the connectivity layer provided by the mobile network 
contain QoS flows, which are the finest granularity of QoS differentiation in a PDU session. Therefore, 
an IQN should carry QoS predictions concerning an entire or a subset of QoS flows or even the whole 
PDU session in case all carried information are relevant for the QoS flows within this PDU session. 

The concept defines the IQN consumer as the entity requesting IQNs and uses the information within 
these IQNs to adapt the behaviour of the automotive application and the vehicle accordingly, i.e. V2X 
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application, V2X application server, etc…, whilst the IQN producer is the network entity that receives 
the request of IQN and delivers it to the consumer. It will need a prediction function PF that collects 
all necessary information such as network, vehicle statistics to generate predictions through specific 
algorithms. 

 

 
Figure 29 Source 5GAA: Conceptual exchange between P-QoS components 

 

 

Although, the low level solution can have several options, the high level conceptual architecture could 
be as illustrated in Figure 30. 

  

 
Figure 30 Conceptual Architecture of P-QoS Solution  

Where we can distinguish three functionalities: 

 
1. Data collection:  A function responsible for data collection from different elements such as 

vehicles (QoS requirements, potential routes, Software capabilities, current measurements of 
defined parameters), network (network availability, available resources, current users, signal 
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strength, latency) and any other third party (weather information, road traffic information, road 
topology).  

 
2. Prediction Function: Based on algorithms, the prediction function produces the content to be 

placed inside the IQNs using the previously collected data as input. The algorithm to be used 
highly depends on several factors such as the use case itself, the KPIs to be predicted, the 
time required for the application to adapt its behavior, the accuracy of the KPIs. For the sake 
of simplification, the prediction function can initially be provided by a static database containing 
recent network performance KPIs extracted from previous drive test measurements, network 
OSS performance tools etc. 

 

3. Prediction Delivery: Needed in order that the IQN producer delivers the IQN containing the 
QoS prediction to the relevant consumer through the specified interface 
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4 Preliminary 5G-CARMEN system architecture  

The main objective of developing an overall system architecture, while taking into account the 
requirements from the Use Cases, the various dowries and intentions from different partners and 
previous projects, and the ambition of a generic vendor-independent inter-domain service platform for 
CCAM, has materialized to a definitive design over the last months. The technical solution was also 
discussed in the context of the wider CCAM ecosystem, with potential business models and 
commercial viewpoints, while always aiming to deliver a solution going beyond the typical C-ITS 
safety/efficiency use cases and which can be used by different cooperating stakeholders such as road 
infrastructure operators, vehicle manufacturers, SMEs, Startups and other 3rd parties. Beyond this, 
and according to the outcome of the first technical review, the challenges, gaps and solutions have 
also been deeply considered, as well as the mission to transfer the results towards standardization 
and recommendations to industry bodies. 

We want to recall that the particular objective of the 5G-Carmen architecture is federated cross-
domain mechanisms allowing these heterogenous players to create (business and) technical 
relationships across national borders in order to create or extend new end-to-end services for 
connected vehicles and automated driving. Federation is beneficial and needed to bring all business 
players together with the goal to establish a new spectrum of services for Mobility in Europe. The 
project’s orchestrated platform for CCAM can thus be considered as a framework with a service-
based approach, integrating the “on-field” Edge platforms and road-side infrastructure with Cloud-
based backends and the telecommunications infrastructure. During the second year of the Project, 
the validation process within 5G-Carmen has not identified the need for substantial modifications to 
the reference architecture [D3.2, D4.1], which in turn allowed the devoted tasks to focus on the design 
of the remaining system-level aspects which were previously not addressed, as well as the detailed 
interfaces and integration of the local developments. 

Considering that 5G-Carmen uses the live network infers that not everything can be implemented and 
demonstrated everywhere. In particular 

- The Core Network aspects are subject to the existing legacy MNO systems (even though 
MNOs, vendors and research units work on 5G Standalone and virtualized solutions) 

- Certain innovations, e.g. those concerning the Radio Access Network, are developed, and 
demonstrated independently 

- Depending on the Use Case and task activities, some parts of the CCAM will be 
implemented in research sites and connected to the field instances 

Nonetheless, this is in line with the distinct project’s use cases, which cover different situations, 
CCAM, 5G and/or cross-border aspects. As result, different CCAM and infrastructure components will 
be showcased individually, altogether proving that our architecture is at the forefront of innovation, 
enabling interoperability between different technological and administrative domains, as well as 
capable to support Automated Driving at level 4 and beyond. 

Below is the overall architecture mapped to the field deployment (colors correspond to use cases): 
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Figure 31 5G-CARMEN System Architecture incl. key reference points 

The main systems in the 5G-Carmen context are: 

 Road Operator C-ITS Backend (only in Italy and Austria), with 
o Traffic Control systems (dark gray, and linked to other 3rd party systems only shown 

as box) 
o AMQP Broker for V2X Messages (light orange) 
o Corresponding Roadside Units (light blue. No interface shown in Austria for lucidity 

reasons) 
 Per-domain NFV Service Orchestrator (NFV-SO) with orchestrated edge system and 

platform for CCAM(light green), comprising the MEC Platform (MEC PF) (light brown), an 
Edge Controller including the functions of the MEC Platform Manager (light brown) and 
Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM) (light brown).  

 MEC system level components, also referred to as CCAM services, built on top of the MEC 
PF: 

o CCAM Value Adding Services (VAS) for V2X Communication - GeoService and 
AMQP Broker (light orange) 

o CCAM Infrastructure Services – Manoeuvreing Service (CLC) and Back-Situation 
Awareness (orange) 

 Vehicles (blue), with 
o (Grouped) all communication and messaging components (light orange)  
o Applications for Automated Driving (orange. various other elements not shown) 
o Enabling modules (only Precise Positioning shown, light violet) 

 Telecommunication Infrastructure (all in gray), with Base Stations, Enablers and Core 
Network Components 

 Enabling and general Cloud Services 
o Precise Positioning (light violet) 
o Quality of Service (light gray) 

One general overview cannot show exhaustively every component and every interface, but 
deliverables from WP3 and WP4 go into details of the CCAM platform, Network and Enablers, 
whereas the Use Case and Trial related sections explain the interworking for the respective usage. 
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4.1 Reference points and interfaces 

Following the previous picture, three different types of communication are functionally indicated: 

 Interfaces related to ITS Messages, depicted as an orange double-line (between vehicles, 
vehicles and RSUs, vehicles and MEC applications and ITS backends, inter-MEC between 
V2X Message broker) 

 CCAM platform orchestration and virtualisation related ETSI MEC, NFV and MANO reference 
points as dark red lines (not exhaustive, and adding the new local orchestrator reference point) 

 Mobile Network 3GPP data flow interfaces (simplified) as grey dashed lines 

The next subsections will also explain the Cloud component interactions, as well as use case-specific 
additional interfaces. 

4.1.1 Interfaces between vehicles and infrastructure 
This section presents a detailed description of the interfaces which will be used between vehicles and 
infrastructure in each of the project´s use cases, taking technical requirements and deployment 
options into account. Some of the main aspects which were considered for the design where the 
coexistence of short-range and long-range communication technologies, available radio access 
technologies and infrastructure which is already, or planned to be deployed along 5G-CARMEN 
corridor. This reflects an important part of 5G-CARMEN´s preliminary system architecture, which is 
the main objective of this deliverable. 

4.1.1.1 Device-Device interface: Uses PC5 between vehicles  

C-V2X, as specified at the radio access layer by 3GPP in Rel.14 and 15 and by ETSI TC ITS at 
network thorough application layers, supports various communication links and interfaces including: 

• PC5 interface for V2V, V2I, and V2P communication 
• Uu interface for V2N communication 

The PC5 interface, also called “Sidelink”, supports direct communication between devices in the 
vicinity. Being a direct link, it is ideally suited to support use cases requiring low latency like basic 
safety and a host of Day 1 C-ITS services. 

The PC5 interface is designed for vehicular communications in 5.9 GHz ITS band in 10 or 20MHz 
bandwidth.  (In Europe, 10 MHz is used.)  It effectively addresses the challenges of high relative 
speed (500kmph), high device density and low latency to transfer ITS messages. A long list of features 
like physical layer modifications improving detection and high-speed tolerance, HARQ transmission, 
and receive diversity ensures the above requirements are fulfilled. 

The standard allows two operational modes, namely Mode 3 in which a cellular network schedules 
transmission on PC5 interface and Mode 4 in which the device autonomously selects the resources 
on which it transmits. In Mode 4, the direct link does not depend on the utilization or signal quality of 
cellular network and ensures continuity of the use cases when there is no network coverage or even 
across political and network borders.   

However, Mode 3 is not supported by any available C-V2X chipset on the market.  5G-Carmen 
partners integrate PC5 Mode 4 in their vehicles for direct short-range communication which was 
chosen as the only relevant implementation widely supported in the industry by device manufacturers 
in Europe, US and China.  

Vehicles share their critical state and kinematics information in broadcast manner as part of the CAM 
(Cooperative Awareness Message) and ad-hoc, event triggered messages in DENM (Decentralized 
Environment Notification Message). The neighbouring ITS station receiving these messages 
processes and filters them, and triggers use cases according to their relevance to the driver or 
autonomous driving system. 
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The following 5G-Carmen use cases leverage PC5 connectivity: Back-Situation awareness, Vehicle 
sensor and state sharing, Cooperative lane merge and Green driving speed advisory” 

4.1.1.2 Uu interface: Interface between Device and Mobile Network Base 
Station which can be 4G/5G. 

 

 The baseline in 5G-Carmen are 5G non-standalone (NSA) networks as specified in 3GPP Rel.15, 
where both existing 4G LTE base stations (eNodeB) and 5G New Radio (NR) base stations (gNodeB) 
are attached to a 4G core network (EPC). The Uu interface is the interface between the user 
equipment (UE) and the radio access nodes. In a 5G NSA setting, the Uu interface is based on the 
principle of Multi Radio Access Technology Dual Connectivity (MR-DC), i.e. EUTRA (LTE) and New 
Radio (NR) combined for Dual Connectivity, also referred to as ENDC . 

 

 
Figure 32 EN-DC overall architecture (as shown in 3GPP TS 37.340 version 15.3.0 Release 15) 

 

With ENDC, the Uu interface is split into the control plane (CP), served exclusively via E-UTRA (LTE) 
and the control plane, being either served only via 5G NR, or, as split bearer, both via LTE and NR, 
the latter also being referred to as deployment option 3.x, as it is the case with the three networks 
involved in serving 5G-Carmen.  

 

 

 

 

Control plane architecture for EN-DC (as shown in 
3GPP TS 37.340 version 15.3.0 Release 15) 

User plane radio protocol architecture for MCG, SCG 
and split bearers from an UE perspective in EN-DC  
(as shown in 3GPP TS 37.340 version 15.3.0 
Release 15) 
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Note: MCG is the Master Cell Group, 
representing the E-UTRA (LTE)-only user plane, 
while SCG stands for Secondary Cell Group, 
representing the NR-only user plane, while split 
bearer uses both E-UTRA and NR bearers  

 

This Uu setting enables the flexible inclusion of 5G NR-based bearers in areas with 5G coverage, as it will be 
the case for the two cross-border sections, while maintaining seamless connectivity in 4G-only areas where no 
5G coverage is available yet.   

 

4.1.1.3 RSU-Vehicle interface: Interface between RSU and vehicle uses PC5 

The Roadside Infrastructure as part of the Intelligent Transport System provides the following main 
interfaces:  

 Interface to the central ITS infrastructure/Traffic Control Centre (TCC) or MEC for the 
exchange of traffic management data.  

 Interface to nearby vehicles by PC5 direct communication, V2I (vehicle-to-infrastructure) 

The PC5 interface operates the same way as described in 4.2.1.1.  

Advanced C-ITS services developed in 5G-Carmen, like Dynamic Speed Advisory, Vehicle Sensors 
and State Sharing utilize In-Vehicle Information Messages (IVIM) or DENM to convey the desired 
information to the vehicles.  

The RSU receives information relevant to the use case from the C-ITS-S, TCC or Roadside Controller. 
This information is formatted into standardized messages (DENM, IVIM, SPATEM, MAPEM, SSM) 
and sent via PC5-based V2I communication to the surrounding vehicles. The vehicle’s on-board unit 
will trigger the use case according to its relevance in the given the traffic situation. Some V2I use 
cases like the above-mentioned speed advisory has its geographical relevance area defined in the 
message itself.  

Similarly, any standard message (CAM, DENM) received from vehicles can be evaluated by the RSU 
application and trigger functions in a relevant local Roadside Controller or in the Traffic Control Centre. 

 

4.1.2 Orchestrated Edge Platform for CCAM services 

4.1.2.1 Functional Architecture of the orchestrated edge platform 

The following Figure 33 depicts the functional components of the orchestrated edge platform for 
CCAM, including key reference points.  
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Figure 33 High-level Functional Architecture of the project’s Orchestrated Edge Platform for CCAM 

As depicted in the abstract concept view, the 5G-CARMEN system architecture is generic and derived 
from the ETSI standards, with the Edge Cloud networks being distributed and dispersed along the 
corridor (“Edge System”, see dotted lines around the light green box).  The designed system manages 
VNFs and Value-Added Services such as a V2X Message Broker or Radio Network Information 
Service (RNIS) with low latency and/or high-reliability requirement. This target design allows 
interworking with 5G systems, virtualizing parts of the cellular radio stack and/or cellular SD-RAN 
controller for advanced functions such as Network Slicing - however due to the focus on field 
demonstrations at the border and the inherent limitations of the live network (5G standalone not yet 
implemented, and sensitive network management information not exposed). This results in a thorough 
and stable embedding of selected system architectural components into the pilot and the associated 
MNOs’ production network, leveraging the 4G core network and 5GNR in NSA mode, whereas proof 
and evaluation of some system architectural aspects are left to lab environments.  

The platform supports the deployment of cloud-native services, with one main Orchestrator (NFV-SO) 
per operator domain (and connected to the MNOs OSS) in charge of the federation interfaces towards 
other operators’ NFV-SOs, as well as reference points toward network domain orchestrators such as 
Transport Network domain, and the Radio Access Network domain. Since the 5G-CARMEN project 
focuses on the integration of edge network platforms into an orchestration system, the NFV-SO is 
connected to local edge orchestrators (NFV-LO) for the service deployment and management at the 
MEC sites and thus permits dynamic resource allocation and the relocation of Services across 
domains (which are typically owned and managed by differing administrative entities). Associated 
configuration of autonomous edge orchestration tasks are under the control of the top-level service 
orchestrator (i.e., NFV-SO). In case the edge domain orchestrators (i.e., NFV-LO) of the same or 
different administrative domains perform direct mutual operations, the level of information which can 
be mutually exposed is also under control of the top-level service orchestrator. The investigation 
concerning the control and policing of such optimized direct operations between edge orchestrators, 
aiming at a valuable performance gain is still ongoing and will be further explained in D4.2. To protect 
the orchestrated platform for CCAM against previously identifier security threats, the functional 
architecture includes the project’s integrated solution for Intrusion Detection and Classification (IDCS) 
and provides an optional over-the-top solution for Identity Management (IMM).  

The key components of the depicted architecture are: 
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- NFV-SO: Represents the top-level orchestrator of the multi-tier orchestration system design 
of the orchestrated platform for CCAM. The operational scope of this orchestrator includes the 
management of the entire virtualized infrastructure of an operator’s domain. It is responsible 
for the management and orchestration of application services from multiple tenants. It has the 
additional feature of enabling federation with the NFV-SOs of other administrative domains. It 
maintains a global repository of the application packages and software images received from 
the OSS upon an on-boarding request. 

- NFV-LO/MEAO: The combination of the NFV-LO and the MEAO form the local edge 
orchestrator, which represents the second tier of the multi-tier orchestration system design of 
the orchestrated platform for CCAM. The operational scope of this orchestrator includes the 
designated clusters of MEC sites. There is a 1:N relationship between the NFV-SO and the 
Local Orchestrator. The pair of the local orchestrator decouples the management operations, 
such that the MEAO is responsible for the LCM CCAM services hosted on the MEC hosts, 
while the NFV-LO is responsible for the generic management of the VNFs hosted on the NFVI.  

- CCAM Services: Any CCAM service function or micro-service instance than is instantiated 
on the MEC Platform.  It can be distinguished between ad-hoc (on-demand) services, such as 
situation-aware or dynamic mission-critical applications, and persistent services, such as the 
project’s Manoeuvreing Service. Main on-demand service for deployment in the pilot is the 
BSA service.  

- MEC Value-Added Services (VAS): VAS services are MEC services, which can be leveraged 
by any CCAM Service. This includes services per the ETSI ISG MEC, such as the Radio 
Network Information Service (RNIS) and the Location Service, as well as the 5G-CARMEN 
project’s AMQP broker and the GeoService. 

- MEC PF: It represents a collection of essential functionalities required to run MEC applications 
on top of a virtualization infrastructure, while these applications can deliver and consume 
various services 

- Edge Controller: It combines functions per the ETSI ISG MEC, such as the MEC platform 
manager and VNF management, with additional functions, such as VNF connectivity and 
service mesh control, data plane control and 5G system coupling enablers. The Edge 
Controller represents an abstraction layer between virtualization technology specific 
infrastructure management and edge level orchestration, hence supports the enforcement of 
network slicing and associated policies at edge system level. The project extends the Edge 
Controller with an Open API towards orchestration functions.  

- VIM: Virtual Infrastructure Manager for the resource management and providing connectivity 
between the various VNFs of a network service. It interacts with the Edge Controller and NFVI 
for example for LCM enforcement 

- NFVI: The Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure provides the necessary resources 
(compute, storage, network) for the MEC application services running on top of the MEC 
platform 

- The 5G Data Plane, 5G Control Plane and Transport Network blocks represent the mobile 
core network abstractions, whereas the Programmable Data Plane represents a data plane 
overlay of the 5G system’s N6 reference point in support of policy routing and traffic steering. 

One of the goals of the orchestrated platform for CCAM is to facilitate cross-border service continuity. 
This challenge goes beyond the simple roaming/handover between different operators, in the sense 
that it also includes the migration of applications and services from one (MEC) cloud to another, in 
order to keep providing the roaming vehicle with the expected Service Level. This scenario and 
performance requirements, among others short interruption times during inter-PLMN 
handover/network reselection and the need for a local breakout to avoid home-routed data traffic, are 
fully supported. 
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4.1.2.2 Orchestration reference points 

The orchestrated platform for CCAM provides three reference points that is used for inter-
domain/inter-site orchestration. Below is the summary of these reference points while the detailed 
specification of these reference points will be provided in D4.2.  

1. The Or-Or reference point is specified between the top-level orchestrators, NFV-SOs, that 
may belong to different operators’ administrative domains. According to D4.1 [3], this 
reference point is primarily designed to:  

a. Enable the federation between administrative domains belonging to different 
organizations, where the organizations may transcend international borders. 

b. Enable the interaction between multiple decentralized orchestration functions. This 
implies North-South and East-West interactions in case of orchestrators’ hierarchy. 

c. Support the lifecycle management (LCM) of services in a multi-domain environment. 

The Or-Or reference point design is based on the by ETSI GS NFV-IFA030 specification [9], 
which specifies 07 management interfaces and operations on them respectively. Those 
interfaces are Policy management interface, Fault management interface, Performance 
management interface, NS Lifecycle Operation Granting interface, NS Lifecycle Management 
interface, NSD management interface, and NS instance Usage notification interface.  

It should be noted that the implementation scope of the Or-Or reference point is limited within 
the context of the 5G-CARMEN project and focuses on the PoC requirements of the cross-
border use cases. In addition, due to the proposed two-tier orchestration layer, the operation 
features of the standard Or-Or reference point is also extended. The 5G-CARMEN project 
extends the ETSI NFV Or-Or reference point in order to support federation and delegation of 
orchestration tasks using management level agreements. 

2. The Lo-Lo reference point is instantiated between the NFV-LOs of different MEC sites that 
may belong to the same and/or different operator’s administrative domains. In terms of 
interfaces and operations, it is similar to Or-Or reference point but the main rational for 
introducing this reference point is to enable direct and low-latency management of multi-
domain and multi-site services, bypassing the top level NFV-SO orchestrators. The interfaces 
exposed between the NFV-LOs of the peering MEC sites will be determined by the 
Management Level Agreement (MLA) negotiated between the top level NFV-SOs, thereby 
enabling the federating domains to control the level of the management autonomy that is to 
be delegated to the peering NFV-LOs. The concept and details of the MLA is provided in D4.1 
[3]. The Lo-Lo reference point is also used to ensure synchronization between the NS/VNFM 
package repositories in the peering domains. 
 

3. The Mv1' reference point is instantiated between each NFV-LO and its 'parent orchestrator', 
i.e., the NFV-SO, and its scope is limited within the same operator’s domain. According to 
D4.1 [3], this reference point is primarily designed to:  

a. Enable the interaction between multiple decentralized orchestration functions. This 
implies North-South and East-West interactions in case of orchestrators’ hierarchy. 

b. Support the provisioning of management autonomy to lower orchestration domains of 
an orchestration hierarchy. 

c. Shall support the lifecycle management (LCM) of services in a multi-domain 
environment. 

The Mv1’ reference point is unique to the orchestrated platform for CCAM, and this is the 
interface over which the MLA parameters are negotiated to determine the scope of the 
management autonomy that the NFV-SO can delegate to the NFV-LO. Moreover, this 
reference point also exposes interfaces that will enable the NFV-SO to not only monitor the 
performance and fault events of the resources within the NFV-LO domain but will also monitor 
the compliance of the MLA agreement. It should be noted that the NFV-SO has full 
administrative access of the entire management domain and can support and/or overrule the 
management decisions of the NFV-LO. The Mv1’ reference point is also used for the NS/VNF 
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package management between the global package repositories and the local package 
repositories.  

4.1.2.3 MEC System level reference points 

In addition to the key orchestration reference points between orchestration functions within a domain 
(Mv1’, Lo-Lo) and between domains (Or-Or, Lo-Lo), the system architecture comprises further 
relevant reference points at MEC System level within as well as between MEC Systems, which are 
denoted as Intra-MEC System reference points and Inter-MEC reference points respectively. 

The described Intra-MEC reference points enable value added services for MEC applications on the 
one hand side, as well as data plane dissemination and publish-subscribe services to backend 
services and consumers (i.e. vehicles).  

Intra-MEC System reference points 

AMQP Broker 

The Intra-MEC communication for ETSI C-ITS messages is enabled through an AMQP Broker (see 
2.1.1.3), running on a Virtual Machine in the MEC platform. 

The broker can be accessed from a fixed or a cellular network (4G/5G). To connect to the broker, a 
client application should be able to communicate over a TCP/IP connection. Every client application 
could be both a sender (publisher) and a receiver (subscriber) of C-ITS messages. The clients reside 
on the connected vehicles and on a central service platform running in a cloud environment. To be 
accessed by the vehicles, or by any other external application, the broker should be exposed to the 
Internet (TCP ports 5671 and 5672). 

To enable the communication between the service platform and the connected vehicles, the AMQP 
broker manages N+1 destinations (where N is the number of vehicles).  

Every vehicle has a given destination and subscribes to its own destination. When the service platform 
publishes a message to a destination, the message reaches only the one vehicle belonging to the 
destination. It is a one-to-one communication, best suited if the destination is a “queue” (see 2.1.1.3). 

Even the service platform has its own destination, used by the vehicles to publish periodic CAM 
messages. Each message contains the vehicle ID, provided also in a custom AMQP application 
property named publisher Id (see 2.1.1.3). This is a many-to-one communication, and even in this 
case the destination could be a “queue”. 

The service platform (and the vehicles, too, if it is needed) can filter the messages by location 
(geofiltering), using a JMS selector and the QuadTree application property (see 2.1.1.3). 

A QuadTree Key (Quadkey) is a string which uniquely identifies a tile square of the terrestrial 
projection, calculated from latitude/longitude and a particular level of detail (zoom level).  

It is a hierarchical spatial data structure which subdivides space into buckets of grid shape.  

Quadkeys offer properties like arbitrary precision and the possibility of gradually removing characters 
from the end of the code to reduce its size (and linearly lose precision). See Figure 34. 

In the C-Roads Basic Interface specification, the QuadTree application properties are at zoom level 
18 (152,874 mt x 152.874 mt). 
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Figure 34 Quadkey example 

 

Nokia GeoService 

The GeoService maintains an overview about all cars in the area (based on CAM, Cooperative 
Awareness Message, sent by each car). Its major task is to receive/forward/store messages from 
vehicles and road users. It also supports the dissemination of messages received from application 
via the Message Ingestion Interface. 

The Message Ingestion Interface is a generic REST interface to external applications for the purpose 
of injecting ETSI ITS messages, e.g. DENM or IVIM, for dissemination to vehicles in a specified area. 
Third party shall be responsible for generating the message from GeoNetworking layer upwards 
before handing it over to GeoService - including signing and/or encryption if appropriate. In addition 
to the ITS message, the third party shall also determine the dissemination area for the message as 
part of the message injection. The ingestion message should be a JSON encoded AVRO message. 
There can be three different types of message: Trigger, Update and Terminate. Depending on 
message request type as well as the timing parameters in the AVRO message, the injected message 
will be retransmitted from GeoService.   
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Figure 35 GeoService architecture and messages 

1. Nokia GeoService registers the Avro Schema. 
2. External Application Avro message producer looks up for the schema id of the Avro Schema 

from the Kafka Schema Registry which was registered in Step 1. 
3. The Avro message producer generates the JSON-encoded Avro message and sends it to 

Kafka REST Proxy along with the schema id. 
4. The Kafka REST Proxy validates the Avro message with the Avro schema registered in the 

Kafka Schema Registry. 
5. The Kafka REST Proxy sends the Avro message to the Kafka topic 

(MESSAGE_AVRO_DATA). GeoService consumes the Kafka Topic 
MESSAGE_AVRO_DATA and disseminates the message to the connected vehicles. 

Inter-MEC System reference points 

The system architecture leverages a reference point on MEC System level for inter-edge 
communication (Figure 36). This reference point represents control- and data plane communication 
between the following components of different MEC systems: 

 MEC Application level communication - Application functions, which are instantiated on the 
MEC platform, communicate with application functions of a different MEC platform. As 
examples, the project’s Back-Situation Awareness (BSA) service considers communication 
between multiple distributed instances of a BSA service instance to share the associated 
emergency vehicle’s metadata (e.g. identifier, speed, direction, path/target, etc.). 

 MEC VAS level communication - MEC Value Added Services of different MEC Systems 
communicate with each other in order to provide their service to consumers in a collaborative 
way. As example, the project’s GeoService allows dissemination of vehicles’ CAMs in 
geographic areas, which are covered by multiple MEC Systems. 

 MEC service mesh level - The MEC Platform enables a service mesh to any service instance 
through local proxies, which comprise platform features such as service registry and resolvers, 
load balancing, route selection and encryption for cross-platform communication. 

Note: Additional Inter-MEC reference points are considered in standards, e.g. the Mp3 reference 
points between MEC Platforms per the ETSI ISG MEC specifications but are not leverages in this 
project. 

Some of the MEC services do not utilize any particular feature for inter-MEC System communication 
but have a network interfaces which allows the service to communicate with other services or 
consumers via the public Internet or dedicated links. The MEC Platform allows a customized 
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provisioning of such communication interfaces. In the view of the project’s AMQP broker this means 
that also the messages exchange between different brokers is done through Big Internet using public 
IP addresses. The interoperability between different AMQP brokers can be provided by the BI (Basic 
Interface) from specification (C-Roads European platform): “Specification for interoperability of 
backend” 

 

 

Figure 36 Evolved architecture for country/region information sharing 

Figure 36 depicts the general architecture. The Basic Interface covers information exchanges 
between producers and receivers and between different brokers. A vehicle (or service provider) is 
connected to its local broker, (Interchange node in the picture e.g. the Italian one) and will reach 
through it other brokers and related information producers (Road Operator and Road Traffic 
Authorities) when travelling to other destinations. Messages exchange is done through the Basic 
Interface. The Improved Interface is not available and not used within 5G-Carmen. 

4.1.2.4 Coupling interfaces 

The specified system architecture considers additional interfaces in support of MEC-5G coupling. The 
following interfaces have been specified and disseminated to standardization tracks of the ETSI ISG 
MEC: 

 Interface between a MEC System and the 5G Control Plane - This interface is used by the 
MEC System to retrieve policies associated with mobile subscribers and to subscribe to the 
5G Control Plane for event notification. 

 Interface between a MEC System and a programmable data plane overlay - This interface is 
used by the MEC System to enable steering of (mobile) traffic from/to MEC applications and 
services.  

4.1.3 Cloud backend interfaces 
This section presents a detailed description of the interfaces that will be used between road sensors 
and the cloud in each of the project's use cases. Therefore, the technical requirements and 
implementations necessary for the creation of all the interfaces necessary for the use cases of the 
5G-CARMEN project are considered. The main topics were the difference in communications in 4G 
and 5G for sending messages between the various platforms and the interoperability of the various 
technologies and platforms already present or planned for distribution.  

The interfaces related to the cloud and which will be described are the following: 
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 Interface between the environmental sensors or RSU and the backend for the transmission of 
the data collected by the sensors. 

 Interface between different control centres for the exchange of analysed data. 
 Interface between the backend services and the C-ITS-S centres for generating and sending 

messages 

4.1.3.1 Interface with road-side sensors and Cloud Analytics platform 

The information detected through the sensors on the Brenner motorway axis are sent through FEP to 
the Traffic Control Centre (TCC) for approval. Through a DATEX based protocol channel, the TCC 
generate and notify events with push methodology to the C-ITS Server (C-ITS-S), that represent the 
heart of the infrastructure. Messages are received and processed by the C-ITS server, that integrates 
and encodes information in a suitable format for transmission. Messages are subsequently sent, 
through an internal protocol, to the Roadside Units (RSUs) of interest located in the proximity of the 
localization of the event itself along the highway axis. In the same way messages are sent as a 
producer to the AMQP broker in the cloud through BI, exploiting a particular gateway point called 
"virtual RSU" that appears to the C-ITS-S server as a normal RSU. 

  

Figure 37 Interface with road-side sensors and Cloud Analytics platform 

4.1.3.2 Autobrennero Road Operator (C-ITS) and Swarco C-ITS-S backend 

The Autobrennero C-ITS Server represents the heart of the infrastructure for the road operator: 

- it integrates information of current events coming from the TCC (e.g. integrates detailed 
geographical data in the area concerned by the events). 

- it encodes information in a suitable format (pre-coding of DENM, IVIM, CAM structures) to air 
transmission for the Roadside Units (RSUs) and to transmission to the AMQP broker in the 
cloud 

- it integrates a management web interface dedicated to the management and visualization of 
the events in progress on an interactive map and to the management of the C-ITS 
infrastructure. 

The Swarco C-ITS backend is a strategic tool designed to operate in the framework of Integrated 
Road Traffic Environments (IRTE) where it provides the strategic level coordination among one or 
more ITS applications deployed to reach mobility management goals. It is called Strategy Manager. 
It helps the operators in taking the proper actions in order to reach the service goals and policies 
related to traffic, environment and urban life.  
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The Strategy Manager reacts to the current traffic situation and traffic forecast in a structured and 
dynamic way, in order to prevent traffic anomalies or recover from anomalies as fast as possible. 

The Strategy Manager traffic management tool allows the user to: 

 Gather rest data received from environmental sensors 
 create, update, and delete co-operative operational Strategies (Scenarios) for all the 

contributing ITS applications and for all controlled equipment.  
 check the Scenarios service level 
 activate detected Strategies in either manual or automatic mode  
 Send the strategies result to the C-ITS-S that generates a message in a predefined format 

(IVIM, VMS…)  

The strategies are activated according to the achievement of one of service levels available in 
monitored service. When strategy activation conditions are matched, depending on configured service 
configuration, corresponding actions can be: 

 activated automatically: strategy control actions are immediately commanded to controlled 
equipment 

 activated only upon operator approval (semi-automatic): operator is prompted to approve or 
deny control actions for controlled equipment  

4.1.3.3 pQoS API 

The predictive QoS API consists of a client (either in a vehicular onboard unit or as part of a vehicle 
backend cloud systems) and the predictive QoS server running in a MNO cloud environment. 

For 5G-CARMEN, only the variant with a vehicular pQoS client and a MNO cloud-based server will 
be used. 

The pQoS API request initially comprises two major data elements: 

1) the UE capabilities (unique ID, 3GPP UE category, supported frequency bands, number of 
antennas)  

2) a string of waypoints of the route for which QoS predictions are being requested (latitude 1, 
longitude 1, altitude 1, estimated time of arrival 1…, latitude n, longitude n, altitude n, 
estimated time of arrival n) 

The pQOS API response provides a set of information for the requested waypoints containing the 
following data elements: 

1) area (lat/lon/alt) 
2) parameters (uplink and downlink minimum data rate, uplink and downlink maximum latency, 

uplink and downlink packet error rate, network type – none, 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G) 

Further data elements are being considered to be added to the pQoS API depending on the results 
and experiences gained from the respective 5G-CARMEN trial and pilot rounds.  

4.1.3.4 Radio Network Information Service (RNIS) interface   

Radio Network Information Service (RNIS) is a service that runs at MEC and provides possibility to 
the MEC applications to extract radio channel information and execute RAN control per vehicle/user 
equipment (UE). RAN Control includes possibility to command from the MEC applications to RAN  

- to block handover operation for short time to avoid service interruption during time-critical 
manoeuvreing  
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- to reduce scheduling latency of specific UEs (vehicles) during time-critical manoeuvreing  
- to improve robustness against transmission errors (e.g. through for lower rate channel coding 

and lower-order modulation) during time-critical manoeuvreing 

As an example, If MEC application detects a risk that for some vehicles the radio conditions could 
result into service interruption or unacceptable high delay (e.g. due to a high load in the cell  or a high 
number of retransmissions), it may instruct RAN to block handover operation, request for high-priority 
handling and higher robustness against transmission errors  till the end of manoeuvreing.  

The general software architecture is presented in Figure 38. 

 
Figure 38 RNIS interfaces in software architecture 

It includes following interfaces: 

RNIS API: This is an interface to RNIS from MEC apps. ETSI published the Radio Network 
Information API. In 5G-Carmen, we extended ETSI’s RNIS API to include a feature for RAN control 
by MEC apps and selected and implemented a subset of RNIS API useful for the project use cases.  

RNIS Abstraction Layer API:  The role of an abstraction layer is to encapsulate external layer API 
and map them to the equivalent interface defined by RAN vendor (interface of vendor-specific RAN 
library). RNIS Abstraction Layer API is an API to interact with vendor specific RNIS library over 
common frontend. It does not change when switching from one vendor to another. 

Vendor-specific RNIS library API: This is an interface that uses the RNIS abstraction layer to 
interact with vendor-specific RNIS library. 

Vendor-specific EPC’s API: This interface is used to interact with EPC (e.g. get IP address of base 
station and TEID of connected UE).  

Vendor-specific base station’s API: This interface is used to interact with the base station and get 
RAN information for specific UEs. 

Typical interface actions enabled by RNIS API are listed as follows:  

 
- Subscribing to the RNIS information 

MEC application can request RNIS service to provide RAN information for specific vehicles. To 
receive notifications on selected RNIS events, the application sends a subscription to certain specific 
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RAN information. The subscription information request includes an IP address of the vehicle, a KPI 
subscription type (CQI, RRC measurements, handover status change), a reporting configuration. The 
reporting configuration supports 3 modes: periodically, one time only as data is available or on a value 
update. 

After receiving the subscription request, the RNIS  contacts the core network (via Vendor-specific 
EPC’s API), identifies base stations serving UEs (the vehicles) and UE identifiers within base stations 
and configure base stations (via vendor-specific base station’s API) to  report subscribed RNIS 
information about these UEs.  

- Unsubscribing to the RNIS information 

MEC application can unsubscribe the RNIS information for specific vehicles (e.g. if no further actions 
are planned with these vehicles). 

- Receiving RNIS information 

Base stations report subscribed RNIS information (CQI, RRC measurements, handover status 
change) to the RNIS that in its turn passes this information to the MEC application.   

- Sending a request for RAN control 

MEC application evaluates received RAN information and the API allows MEC application to send a 
request to RAN to block handover operation, request for high-priority handling and higher 
robustness against transmission errors till the end of manoeuvreing for the involved vehicles.  

After completion of the manoeuvre, the handover blocking and high-priority handling and higher 
robustness for UEs involved in the past manoeuvreing is not needed anymore, so the MEC application 
unblocks the handover and reset the scheduling priority of vehicles to the default settings.  

The RNIS component is being implemented in WP3 and its integration and demonstration and 
evaluation in the lab environment in WP5. 
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5 Conclusion 

This document aimed at detailing the 5G-CARMEN technical specifications by providing the 
preliminary specifications of the 5G-CARMEN system architecture including its sub-components, their 
interfaces, and the protocols to be used for the data exchange. 5G-CARMEN will utilize 3GPP 
standardized C-V2X which supports various communication links and interface including: 

 PC5 interface for V2V, V2I, and V2P communication 
 Uu interface for V2N communication 

Section 2 elaborated the functional analysis of the use cases for deriving technical requirements for 
each one of them. Also, the section aimed on compiling a list of technical requirements (for both core 
and edge deployments) and providing a summary of the imperatives of the technical requirements on 
the CCAM architecture.  

Section 3 elaborated the gap analysis with respect to the technological state-of-the-art and more 
specifically in the areas of cross-border handover and roaming architectures, inter-MEC 
communication, QoS and RAN prediction information in V2I use cases. It has been identified that for 
5G-CARMEN services, it would be beneficial to use inter-PLMN handover with local breakout 
scenario.  

Concerning the accelerated network reselection or full seamless handover cross-border, together with 
a local breakout implementation in an inter-PLMN environment – even if  the basic protocol 
procedures are defined in 3GPP – there are many practical operations and procedures (e.g. real time 
charging between different PLMNs, lawful interception, regulatory requirements, etc.) not necessarily 
defined by the standard that have to be defined in GSMA, agreed and implemented between MNOs 
to allow a practical real network deployment and network evolution across Europe and beyond. 

Finally, section 4 proposed the overall 5G-CARMEN system architecture in view of the above analysis 
by defining and describing functional blocks, reference points and interfaces over the reference points. 
The main interfaces are between vehicles and the infrastructure, on the MEC level between the 
Applications, system-related orchestration, and platform interfaces as well as interfaces towards 
Cloud components such as analytics platforms and C-ITS backends. Since the architectural focus of 
this deliverable are the use cases and the cross-border approach, the CCAM platform architecture is 
explained in detail in deliverable D4.1 [3]. 

Regarding the way forward of WP2 and architectural aspects, the next milestone is related to "Final 
version of system architecture and Interfaces completed", whereas the next deliverable D2.3 will deal 
with the 5G-CARMEN Final System Architecture and Interfaces Specifications.  
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Annex 1: Legacy Use Cases 

Situation Awareness 

Overview 
As mentioned in [1] 5G-CARMEN addresses several kinds of potentially dangerous situations in 
related use cases. The goal is to raise the awareness of dangerous situations in order to increase 
road/driver safety, while ensuring unhindered driving experience with augmented information. In this 
regard, the following situational use cases have been identified in [1]: 

1. Back-Situation awareness (BSA), which is beneficial when considering approaching 
emergency vehicles. Knowing about their approach in advance (even before they are visible 
or audible), will allow drivers to create a safety corridor earlier and limit their obstruction, thus 
saving critical time for the emergency response team. This is done by the emergency vehicle 
broadcasting its presence via the PC5 interface and sending similar information via the Uu 
interface. The information sent via Uu can be relayed to other vehicles over a wider 
geographical area. RSUs in the vicinity can also receive the message via PC5 and relay the 
information to other vehicles over a wider geographical area in a similar manner. 

2. Vehicle sensors and state sharing (VSSS), which creates awareness about adverse 
weather conditions or other detected hazards in advance with respect to the vehicle´s own 
sensors. This is done by exploiting knowledge shared by a preceding vehicle and/or roadside 
sensors. Information about the detected objects in the environment, including other vehicles, 
is then shared among C-V2X nodes. This data can be exchanged directly between vehicles 
in a localized manner or can be collected, filtered and disseminated to the relevant traffic 
participants by a centralized entity (i.e. MEC or backend server). A centralized approach can 
also be leveraged to optimize traffic flow. In a long-term perspective, this could lead towards 
an event horizon [1]. As already specified in the annex of deliverable D2.1, a specific sub-
use case of VSSS is the management of hybrid stationary vehicle warning (HSVW), which 
is focused on interoperability of different wireless access technique. 

The cross-border aspect in this use case is addressed through the approaching of emergency 
vehicles coming from another country (for the BSA) and for the VSSS it is manifested through 
message relay, C-V2X and ITS-G5 integration. In the proceeding sub-sections, of each of the situation 
awareness use case is analyzed and its functional requirements are presented. 

Functional Analysis and Requirements 
The following subsection describes the interactions based on the functional representation of the use 
cases for situation awareness and provide the functional requirements for the respective use case. 

Back-Situation Awareness 
This functionality can be realised using the PC5 interface (between the vehicle and RSU) or the Uu 
interface (between the vehicle and 5G RAN). Figure 3, illustrating the Use Case over the UU interface, 
provides an overview of the interactions between the various actors involved in realizing this use case 
in a C-V2X environment, including CCAM components and interfaces. Notice how, in 5G SA 
architecture we have UPF in option 3 of 5G NSA deployment we have SGWu and PGWu. 
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Figure 39 Situation awareness - Back-situation Awareness  

The various steps involved in realizing the back-situation awareness is as follows: 

1. At the start of the mission the emergency vehicle (EmV) will trigger, either manually or 
automatically, EmV Notification message, which is periodically broadcasted over PC5 
interface as well as the Uu interface towards the RAN. These notifications are supported 
by DENM (messages) containing relevant meta data indicating the relevant information 
about the EmV such as its type, speed, geo-location, destination, route plan etc. The 
periodicity of the broadcast notification is configurable, either manually or automatically as 
a parameter linked to the speed of the EmV. 

2. Other vehicles in the vicinity can receive the message over PC5 interface and display 
information related to the emergency vehicle 

3. The RAN will redirect these EmV Notification messages towards the designated MEC 
system. 

4. The EmV Notification message is used as a trigger to instantiate BSAF virtual function 
instance in the CCAM MEC system. 

5. Based on the route plan and the destination information of the EmV, the instantiated BSAF 
virtual function shall trigger additional BSAF virtual function instances in other CCAM MEC 
systems, even cross border. 

6. The BSAF virtual function instances in different CCAM MEC systems shall regularly 
exchange state information, based on which each BSAF instance will derive the expected 
time of arrival (ETA) value. 

7. The BSAF function instances will periodically derived the ETA values and encode it in an 
EmV Warning Notification message, which is then pushed towards the associated RAN 
BSs. Note that each RAN BS characterizes a cluster zone and a different ETA will be 
derived by the BSAF function for each cluster zone.  

8. The RAN BSs will then periodically broadcast the EmV Warning Notification message 
which is received by all the cars in the cluster zone. The ETA value will be displayed in the 
vehicles. 

9. Optionally, the vehicles can leverage on the cooperative lane change use case in order to 
automatically coordinate with each other to create a safety corridor for the arriving EmV. 
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10. Optionally, the BSAF virtual functions can leverage latest information from external 
traffic management system, for example about latest traffic situation in respective cluster 
zones, to derive accurate ETA values. 

Table 4 lists the functional requirements for realizing the Back-Situation awareness use case. Please 
note that the term “shall” denotes a mandatory requirement while the term “should” denote an optional 
requirement. 

Table 4: Functional Requirements of Back-Situation Awareness use case 

Req 
Number 

Requirement 

BSA-Req-1 The EmV shall trigger periodically sent EmV notification messages towards the RAN 
over the Uu interface as well as broadcast the same over the PC5 interface 

BSA-Req-2 The EmV notification message shall encode relevant meta data e.g., type, speed, geo-
location, destination, route plan etc. in the DENM. 

BSA-Req-3 The RAN shall deliver the EmV notification DENM towards the relevant correct edge 
MEC system data centre 

BSA-Req-4 The EmV Notification DENM shall trigger the CCAM MEC system to instantiate a BSAF 
as a virtual function.  

BSA-Req-5 The CCAM MEC system shall provide the cluster zone information to the BSAF 
instances. 

BSA-Req-6 The BSAF instance shall process the meta data in the EmV Notification and derive the 
ETA values for different cluster zones. 

BSA-Req-7 The CCAM MEC system receiving the EmV notification messages shall enable the 
instantiation of a BSAF as virtual function in other CCAM MEC systems that may be in 
other admin domains, e.g., cross-border, along the edge data centre shall process the 
information received from the notification messages from the EmV and prepare a 
notification messages for the vehicles’ route path of the EmV. 

NOTE: the instantiation of BSAF instances in other MEC systems can be based on route
 plan and destination information received in the EmV notification messages. 

BSA-Req-8 The BSAF instance receiving the EmV notification messages shall update BSAF 
instances in other (cross-border) CCAM MEC systems. 

BSA-Req-9 The BSAF instances in adjacent MEC systems (e.g., cross-border) shall be able to 
exchange state information with each other in order to ensure accurate derivation of 
ETA. 

BSA-Req-10 The CCAM MEC system shall compose an EmV warning notification DENM for each 
cluster zone and encode the ETA value derived by the BSAF instance for the respective 
cluster zone. 

BSA-Req-11 The CCAM MEC system shall push the EmV warning notification DENM edge data 
centre shall relay the notification messages towards select RAN sites. 

BSA-Req-12 The RAN shall broadcast the notification EmV warning notification DENM towards the 
vehicles. within its coverage domain. 

BSA-Req-13 The ECU in the vehicles shall process the EmV warning notification DENM to read and 
display the ETA value. 

BSA-Req-14 The CCAM MEC system should take into account latest information from external traffic 
management systems for accurate ETA calculation.  
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BSA-Req-15 The CCAM MEC system should leverage the cooperative lane change system for 
automated coordination between the vehicles. 

Based on the above requirements, the following functional entities (actors) are involved in the 
realization of the back-situation awareness use case. 

6. OBU for EmV: The on-board unit of the EmV is required to collect information from the on-
board sensors/monitoring modules like speed, geo-location, route plan etc, and is able to 
encode them on DENM frames to be broadcasted over the Uu interface towards the cellular 
network base station (e.g., eNB, gNB) in a periodic fashion, till the EmV arrives at the event 
destination. 

7. Cellular network infrastructure (4G/5G): The RAN component of the cellular network should 
be able to redirect the EmV Notification message towards the UPF, which will forward it to the 
MEC platform implementing the CCAM platform. 

8. BSAF container: The BSAF instance instantiated and managed in the CCAM system platform 
is able to process the periodically received EmV Notification messages to derive the ETA, and 
encode it in the EmV Warning Notification message, which is then pushed towards the BSAF 
instance shall also be able to forward the received EmV Notification messages towards other 
BSAF instances in other MEC platform across border. 

9. MEC System: This MEC system deploys the CCAM platform that manages the BSAF 
container and interconnects with the cellular infrastructure. The BSAF container may also 
leverage the services offered by the AMQP Broker and the GeoService entities.  

10. Vehicle’s OBU: The OBU in the vehicles shall be able to receive and process the EmV 
Warning messages forwarded by the BSAF function and received via the cellular base stations 
and display the ETA on the dashboard.  

Video Streaming 

Overview 
As mentioned in [1], 5G-CARMEN will explore different network architectures and configurations, 
aiming to satisfy users’ Quality of Experience (QoE). Key in this regard is the prediction of the 
expected network QoS and the proactive adaptation of streaming applications, in order to avoid 
interruptions in the service whenever possible. High quality service should always be available, even 
in cross-country border situations and inter-operator scenarios. Therefore, mobile network synergies 
between LTE, 5G, C-V2X and other technologies will also be investigated by 5G-CARMEN, in order 
to guarantee not only the data rate requirements but also the needed coverage at all times. 

The cross-border aspect in this use case is addressed through the seamless user video experience 
while crossing a border. This can be achieved thanks to the predictive QoS information received from 
the network as well as from minimizing the time without connectivity using fast network 
handover/reselection (see chapter 3). This allows the in-vehicle video application to buffer the video 
in advance. 

Functional Analysis and Requirements 
The following subsection describes the interactions based on the functional representation of the use 
case. 
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Figure 40 Video streaming (Cross-border approach) 

 
Figure 41 Video streaming (Laboratory) 

The Video Streaming use case involves three main logical parties:  

 The content consumer (video client) - a passenger willing to view a video stream via an 
interface in his automated vehicle,  

 The content provider which delivers the desired information (typically a Video Streaming 
server in the backend), 

 The Network/QoS management entity, which can help improve the user’s QoE as compared 
to state-of-the-art solutions.  

A video streaming client in the vehicle initiates the process with a request for a specific video 
addressed to the content provider. This will be a video streaming server in the OEM´s backend.  The 
content provider then answers with the available video options (e.g. available resolutions, codec). The 
actual video transmission begins with a request for a video chunk done by the client, to which, the 
provider answers with the appropriate data. This is repeated until the video has been completely 
transferred or the service is terminated. In a cross-border situation, there may be the case of 
worsening performance, due to possible coverage holes or high vehicle speed on the highway. In 
order to cope with this, the network will deliver information on the expected network quality through 
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its Network/QoS management entity, which will allow the video client in the vehicle to adapt its 
buffering and caching functions accordingly. 

Table 5: Functional requirements of the VS use case 

Req 
Number 

Requirement 

VS-Req-1 Video streaming shall continue without intermission during crossing border 

VS-Req-2 Backend streaming service should be available 

VS-Req-3 Network/QoS management entity, service shall monitor the highway area 

VS-Req-4 Capacity requirements should be considered especially in the case of consumption of 
high-definition video by multiple passengers in each vehicle 
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Green Driving 

Overview 
As mentioned in [1], the 5G-CARMEN ecosystem will provide solutions towards the promotion of 
greener driving attitudes leading to meaningful improvements in terms of air quality as well as provide 
elements for entirely new solutions for road operators, road authorities and transport authorities. 
Obtaining an accurate depiction of the current situation in a given area is key in this regard. To this 
end, the 5G-CARMEN platform will take advantage of sensor-based information, either coming from 
connected vehicles or from smart sensors measuring the local emissions. In addition, data on the 
weather condition, on the current traffic situation, legislation databases and more can be leveraged 
to determine a course of actions that limit the negative impact of vehicular transportation on the public 
health and the environment.  

One prominent example for such actions is the use of electric drive mode by hybrid vehicles in critical 
areas. Once such an area is recognized, this can be communicated to the hybrid vehicles approaching 
it, so that their automated systems or the driver are informed in advance of the need to utilize electric 
drive. If such planning is done in time, it can be ensured that the battery has a sufficient charge in 
order to pass through the critical area. 

The cross-border aspect in this use case is addressed through the AMQP/Geo-service 
synchronization aspects. Information about air quality measurements will be available before and after 
the border areas and recommendations about speed limit and electric driving will be made available 
to drivers at each side of the border and while crossing borders. 

Functional Analysis and Requirements 
The following subsection describes the interactions based on the functional representation of the use 
case. Specifically, the functional blocks that have been identified are: 

 Sensor Unit: The sensor unit is installed in locations next to the highway (especially near the 
border areas) in order to collect the necessary data. 

o Sensors: Sensors are used to retrieve air quality data from the environment. These 
include nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2), ozone (O3), particulate matters 
(PM2.5, PM10) and carbon monoxide (CO). 

 Cloud: 
o Data Analytics: By retrieving environmental data from the RSU sensors (combined 

with data from external sources e.g. weather etc.), the data analytics module will 
provide information related to air quality prediction. In the current implementation the 
module relies on two algorithms which predict air pollution level on an hourly and daily 
basis. The algorithms use as input six of the known air pollutants, nitrogen dioxide 
(NO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2), ozone (O3), particulate matters (PM2.5, PM10) and 
carbon monoxide (CO) and provides as output the hourly values which correspond to 
the two-time horizons specified above. As it refers to a regression-type problem 5G-
CARMEN uses a score as an evaluation metric which captures the large prediction 
errors. Current results show a maximum of 7.2% of the mean value of each pollutant 
in hourly prediction and a top 20% in 24hour prediction (excluded ozone (O3).  

o Green Driving Intelligence: The intelligence mechanism will issue alerts to switch to 
electric drive wherever possible (applicable to hybrid vehicles only); suggests an 
alternative route with less environment-related restrictions. 

 C-ITS-S: The Central ITS Station will receive environmental and traffic information from the 
Cloud and send notifications to the vehicles through an interface based on message queues. 

o Environmental Strategies: the information received will be used to trigger appropriate 
flows of actions - called strategies, aimed at reducing air pollution and emissions. 

 MEC: The MEC includes the AMQP Broker and the GeoService entities which are then 
connected to the vehicle for showing notifications to the dashboard.  
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 Vehicle's Dashboard: Speed recommendations or electric driving recommendations will be 
displayed in the car dashboard. 

 
Figure 42 Green Driving functional view 

 

Table 6: Functional requirements of the GD use case 

Req 
Number 

Requirement 

GD-Req-1 Vehicles shall receive periodic notifications from the MEC 

GD-Req-2 MEC shall send data to the Road Operator Backend 

GD-Req-3 Sensors shall send periodically data with respect to environmental conditions (e.g. 
related to NO2, CO, CO2, SO2, O3, PMx) to the Cloud 

GD-Req-4 At the Italian Cross border test site, data shall be analysed by the Road Operator 
Backend 

GD-Req-5 At the Italian Cross border test site, the Road Operator Backend shall provide 
environmental strategies for enabling Green Driving aspects 

GD-Req-6 At the Austrian Cross border test site, environmental and traffic data shall be analysed 
by the Cloud 

GD-Req-7 At the Austrian Cross border test site, the C-ITS-S shall receive pre-elaborated data from 
the Cloud 

GD-Req-8 At the Austrian Cross border test site, the C-ITS-S shall provide environmental strategies 
depending on the traffic and environmental information 

GD-Req-9 Geocast Services (AMQP Service) shall distribute the notification messages within its 
coverage domain using eNBs or RSUs 
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Annex 2: Legacy Interfaces 

Interface with Cloud Analytics platform and C-ITS 
Analysed information is passed to the C-ITS which provides recommendations for speed limits and 
electric driving (with respect to the Green Driving use case). JSON message is exchanged from cloud 
analytics to the C-ITS which includes the necessary information for decision making and 
recommendations which will be done in C-ITS. The figure that follows provides a visual representation 
of the interfaces between cloud analytics platform and C-ITS. It is shown that data is transmitted from 
the air quality to the WINGS cloud analytics platform. Then data is transmitted to the Swarco backend 
which interacts with the C-ITS 

. 

 
Figure 43 Interfaces between Cloud Analytics platform and C-ITS 

Video Streaming Server interface 

The video streaming service will be deployed using a Web Server. This will deliver the video to the 
vehicle client over HTTP. When a user wants to stream a video, the vehicle client will establish a TCP 
connection with the Web Server and send an HTTP request for the video file. Upon receiving such a 
request, the Web server will bundle this video file in an HTTP response message and send the 
response message back into the TCP connection. After receiving this message, the vehicle client 
browser will examine its content-type header, which indicates the video encoding. The video client 
will then render the video file. In order to control the video buffering, Adaptive HTTP Streaming will 
be used. This, along with the received Predictive-QoS information, will allow the vehicle streaming 
client to react to the predicted network status. 


